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Hall of Representatives Will Is Afraid Corporation Attorneys Governor Stubbs Elected Chair- - Every Case on Docket Disposed More Than Three Quarters of la Anxiety to Locate Her She
Will Get in Work in
of Forty-Thre- e
Be Crowded by Constitutioman Without a Dissenting
Is Found Near
a Million Dollars Expended
Opinions
Convention.
nal Convention.
Handed Down.
Vote.
Since Last July.
Denver.
Governor Mills who keeps close tab

Pueblo, Colo., Aug. 30.- Warning
Topeka, Aug. 30. A clash over the
the political situation, said this the people of New Mexico and Ari-- ; endorsement of President Taft's adzona against the danger of having an ministration, as a whole seemed immorning that he is confident of a
not easily minent when the Republican council
constitution
Republican majority in the
Senator Bristow,
convention. This forenoon. amended, Colonel Theodore Roosevelt met here today.
affairs leading the insurgents, has openly deof
the
to
occasion
took
Territorial
speak
W
.H.
Andrews,
Delegate
of those new states (here today, ex- clared that Kansas Republicans would
Chairman H. O. Bursuin,
V. plaining that he would be unable on not stand for the approval of SecreCurry, Surveyor General John
Colonel tary Ballinger, Chief Forester
to visit them.
March, Colonel George W. Prichard, this trip
"I wish I could go
said:
Roosevelt
removal and the railroad bill
bureau
the
of
B.
H.
Hening,
Secretary
but passed by the last Congress. Senaof immigration, and others were call- down to New Mexico and Arizona,
ers to the execuitive office and con- this is the nearest place to them I tor Curtis, on the other hand, stated
reach this trip. Many of my friends that he would insist upon an unqualiferred with the executive.
me to ad- fied endorsement of the national adAccountant for Election and Conven- there have written asking
I have ministration. At the opening of the
constitution.
their
about
vise
tion.
condi- council, it had developed in a clean-cu- t
with'
not
familiar
felt
enough
Dr. W. H. Brown, of Clayton, Union
so. But there is one point
to
tions
do
fight between the insurgents and
county, will on Thursday take a posiwhich I like to advise them and the standpat forces.
Resolutions,
tion in the office of Territorial Secre- upon
that is to leave the constitution easy
by William Allen White, edtary Nathan Jaffa as accountant in of amendment at any time when the prepared
and embodying the sentiments
charge of the election and constitu- people feel it should be amended. Ex- itor,
by Senator Bristow, Govexpressed
tional convention accounts paid by the
Victor
perience has shown that not only doc- ernor Stubbs,
Congressman
United States.
but also designing corpor- Murdock and other insurgent leaders
trinaires,
Delegates to Irrigation Congress.
ation attorneys often enact and put will be presented .this afternoon.
Governor Mills 'has appointed Dr. into constitutions matters which are
A Bouquet for Teddy.
John P. Wagner, of Santa Fe, a dele- not thoroughly understood by the peoAug. 30. These resolutions
Topeka,
gate to the Irrigation Congress at ple at the time and my plea is that are the outcome of the progressive
Pueblo, Colo.
the people of the new states should party measures in Congress, including
Dissolution of Corporation.
be left witih their hands free so that the postal savings bank, and the law
The Fatheree Enfield Harware
at any time they find something providing for the publicity campaign
of Artesia, Eddy county, today has been put into their constitution expenses, but continue: "We do not
filed a certificate of dissolution in the which they did not know was there, recognize the revision of the tariff of
office of the territorial secretary. The or if they nna sometning woriung 1909 as a
satisfactory fulfillment of
directors were: V. E. Fatheree, P. V. badly which they believed would the tariff pledges of the Republican
Pardou and John B. Enfigld, of Ar- work well they shall have opportuni- - platform, and pledge the Kansas memtesia.
ty easily to make any change neces-- ; bers of Congress to work for the reColonel Roosevelt then laid vision of that tariff and for an indey."
Inquiries have been received by
Territorial Secretary Nathan Jaffa for the corner stone of the new Y. M. C. pendent
tariff commisprocedure to incorporate a $500,000 A. building after which he boarded a sion. The resolutions send greeting
to Theodore
train for Osawatomie, Kansas.
wireless telegraph company.
Roosevelt, "The New
World's Champion of the rights of
Insurance Compnay Wants to Come In
Lays Corner Stone of Y. M, C. A.
contest between
Pueblo, Aug. 30. Theodore Roose man in the world-olTerritorial Superintendent of Insurance Jacobo Chaves has received in- velt today laid the corner stone of rising humanity and the encroachquiries from the Pacific Coast Casu- the new Y. M. C. A. building in Pueb ments of special privileges, and as
that Republicans we stand ready to enlist
alty Company of San Francisco which lo stopping here an hour for east
He
resumed
then
his
under his banner in the fight for (hu
purpose.
the
into
territory.
seeks admission
ward journey. Notwithstanding the man rights."
More Fish to Stock Streams.
the city had
Stubbs Chosen Chairman.
Tonight over the Denver and Rio shortne'?. of his visit,
Topeka, Kas., Aug. 30. Governor
Grande railroad, will arrive the sec- made elaborate preparations to enterond fish car from Creede, Colo., bring- tain the former President. The spe Stubbs was elected chairman of the
in cial train was stopped at Mineral state party council without a dissent
ing 74 cans of fry for distribution
in Park where Mr. Roosevelt headed the ing vote. The motion to elect Gov
Fe
Santa
system
the
streams along
railparade to the Y. M. C. A. building, ernor Stubbs was made by Congress
the
northern New Mexico. Both
where he delivered a brief address. man Anthony, a standpatter, and is
attendants
and
car
roads carry the
taken as an indication that an effort
free of charge, under arrangements DR. HARVEY W. WILEY ON
will be made to secure harmony withWarden
Fish
and
made by Game
OLD FASHIONED COURTING. in the party organization.
Thomas P. Gable.
Preparing Hall of Representatives.
A Thousand Years Makes No Change
The one hundred desks for the
in Passions and in Methods AcconvenOH WAY
members of the constitutlnal
cording to a Bachelor.
of
tion are being placed In the Hall
Representatives at the capitol. The
Washington, Aug. 30. Dr. Harve;
hall will be crowded, for it was design
W.
Wiley, head of the bureau ot
tered only for the 24 members of the
chemistry in the department of agriritorial house.
culture and the implacable foe of
Governor's Annual Report.
of soda as a preservative in
on
his
Governor Mills is working
Roosevelt Re
now steps forward in an
foodstuffs,
a
new role. Dr. Wiley ha3 al
annual report, which will make
entirely
Eastward
sumes
and
Journey
splendid showing for the progress able ready discussed a great many prob
From
Pueblo
lems and offered .solutions lor enig
growth of New Mexico and the
administration of public affairs by Re matic conditions which, in the past
have puzzled lawyers,
doctors, me
publican officials.
IN KANSAS
chanics,
cooks, artisans NOTABLE SPEECH
ATTORNEY FISKE DIED
and others.
-
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The territorial supreme court has
disposed of every one of the fifty-sicases on the docket when the present
session began, five by continuance for
the term, while the others have been '
argued and submitted. Forty-threcases have been decided, and before
the court adjourns tomorrow after-- j
several more opinions will be
handed down. This record is not
equaled, much less surpassed by any
previous session
An order of assignment of the
judges to the different districts was
handed down this afternoon.
No
changes are made, leaving the Fourth
district still without a presiding judge.
Judge John R. McFie will retain his
headquarters at Santa Fe, a fact
which will greatly please the vast majority of the people of the First
e

I

i

hurry call was sent from Denver,
today and for some hours it
kept railway officials of the Santa Fe
and local newspaper men on the qui
vive, for it was nothing less than an
urgent request to find out if Dorrin
Jones, the beautiful fourteen year old
daughter of a Colorado mining man,
A

Colo.,

j

mak-noo-

ing in New Mexico.

had been kidnaped, or murdered. She
The enrollment for the past school was last seen alive at Lamy
Friday
year ws 56.000, against 47,000 the traveling from Los Angeles to visit
'
ear before. In addition, 5,000 pupils her uncle in Denver, and her relawere enrolled in private and sectarian tives and friends in Denver were
schools, making 65 per cent of all greatly alarmed.
It was a second
persons between the ages of 5 and 21, time in a few
days that Lamy, quiet,
or practically all persons of compul-- j
resttful, unoffending Lamy, had been
sory school age, proving tthat the in the limelight as a
kidnaping
is
school
law
attendance
compulsory
center.
j
being strictly enforced.
But after three hour of work, the
The average daily attendance in-- ;
officials
and the newspaper men snd
creased from 29,000 the year before to
j 37,000
or 65 per cent of the enroll the detectives wished they had not
.
- swallowed their dinner so hastily, for
7In case No. 1301, Wirt, Gomez & , :"7 "
at 1:30 p. m. a dispatch was received
M
"
Co., appellants, vs. George E. KuU. ap- at the office of the New Mexican anpellee from Rio Arriba county, decid-- j
The enroDmenh at tlle in&tituttes nouncing that Miss Jones had at 'ast
ed at. this session, a motion for rehear-- .
he,d thjg summer was 1276i agairi.t been found in Colorado and she is
ing was denied.
1109 ,ast
r gix hundred teachers safe .
Two opinions were handed down aUended for follr weeks
Here is the story:
and 163 for
this afternoon.
Miss Jones lived in Silverton, Colo.,
eight weeks. As there were 1.402
Case No. 1328, Young & Norton, et tead)ers employed as
against 1,220 and some time ago went to California
al., appellants, vs. M. C. Hinderlider, last year and the city teacllers are to visit relatives and enjoy the sea
appellee, is remanded to the lower exempt from attendance at institutes, breezes of the coast. She started
court for further hearing, in an opiu-ith- e
above figures show that 1ractical-- home and met with no mishap. When
ion by Associate Justice Ira A. Ah-- ; iy every teacher required by law to the train stopped at Lamy she got out
bott. It is a most important irrigation do so, attended the summer normal of the Pullman and sent a telegram
case from San Juan county and the institutes and the figures of attend-opinio- to her uncle in Denver saying she
says: "We think the decision ance are not. surpassed in any other would arrive there Saturday, August
27.
As she did not put in an appearof the district court was justified and commonwealth.
probably required by the statement j During the past, fiscal year, $791,000 ance alarm was felt that she might
of facts on which it was heard, but we j were expended for public school pur- - have become confused and missed the
d
find that statement very incomplete poses, or $14 per enrolled pupil. The, train or had taken the wrong train.
and unsatisfactory as the basis of a value of the public school property ex-- j
Considering her youthfulness it was
ceeds a million dollars, while the also feared that she might have been
decision in such a case.'
C. Hinder- - j bonded indebtednes is $600,000.
On October 1, 1907, M.
j kidnaped
or murdered. Word was sent
Since 1897, the .superintendent of over the line and the train crews and
lider filed with the territorial engi-- j
neer an application for a permit to public instruction has issued 3,500 Pullman porters were questioned and
appropriate 200 second feet of the wa-- ' county teachers' certificates, and tihej asked to try to get a clue as to where
ters of La Plata river in San Juan territorial board of education has she went.
county, and for the construction of a granted 250 professional certificates
The local agent of the Santa Fe,
storage reservoir of a capacity of 12,- - 01 wnicn 90 are life certificates.
Harvey Lutz, wired and telephoned of406 acre feet for the reclamation of
ficials at Lamy and persons at the El
14,000 acres. On December 20 of the DELEGATE ANDREWS AS
Ortiz hotel to try to get a clue as to
A MAGAZINE WRITER.
same year, Young & Norton filed an j
the whereabouts of Miss Jones and all
of the hotel registers of Santa Fe
application to appropriate the waters
to irrigate 5,000 acres, part of them Tells Readers of Leslies This Week were carefully examined but without
lands covered by the Hinderlider proany success.
Those Who Work.
Mr. Lutz suggested the theory that
ject, and to construct a storage reservoir to hold 10,149 acre feet. The
the girl might have been lost upon arHon. William H. Andrews, delegate
territorial engineer rejected the Hin
riving in Denver, as officials at Lamy
derlider application, but the territor- - in Congress from New Mexico, has or La Junta, Colo., could not find
ial board of water commissioners re- - jumped into magazine work. He has trace of her.
versed the territorial engineer's per- - written an article on New Mexico j The danger of young people travelmit and the district court sustained which is published in Leslies Week- - ing alone and getting out at stations
J" aatea oeptemoer 1 ana wnicn nas has
the board.
occasionally been emphasized by
- just arrived in the city,
E.
C.
appelIn the case of
Thomas,
similar occurrences, but the people at
In this article Mr. Andrews tells of
lant, vs. G. E. Gavin, appellee, Chaves
Lamy are wondering why would-b- e
the
in
sustained
court
splendid rewards that New Mex-a- kidnapers are laying the scene of
is
county, the lower
ico holds out for those who will work
opinion by Associate Justice Ira A.
their Charley Ross stories in their
- for them.
Mr. Andrews has traveled
apthe
here
The plaintiff,
Abbott.
quiet
burg.
over New Mexico cn trains and in car-fropellee, sought to recover damages
defendant for breach of written riages; he knows of the resources of
and he extols SERIOUS FOREST FIRE
contract. Appellant had sold out his this commonwealth
BREAKS OUT IN WYOMING.
them
time
same
not
the
at
emphasizing
lumber business and had agreed
to engage in that business again in the importance of work.
ap-- .
There was some interest today People Fleeing for Their Lives and
Twenty-Fiv- e
Thousand People Roswell, but appellee claims thatthereRain
Much Property Destroyed
lumber
among
car
of
politicians and their friends at
a
sold
pellant
Will Gather in Little Town
Needed.
Mr.
rumor
had
the
Andrews
that
after.
sumed the role of political forecaster
to Hear Him.
Laramie, Wyo., Aug. 30. A special
syllabus says:
'
An agreement not to engage in the and told the names of the two men from Difficulty, Wyo., says that serlumber who will represent the new state in ious fires are raging on the Shirley
Denver, Colo., Aug. 30. Despite business of buying and selling
a strenuous day here yesterday, Theo in a certain town or its vicinity for- the Senate. "Yes, I did say who would mountains and families living in the
mountains have fled to Valley. The
dore Roosevelt was up bright and two years in consideration of the pur- - represent the territory in that
at stipulated prices of the en- paclty,' said Mr. Andrews, with that fire is five miles in extent and only
A special train
eajrly this morning.
was bearing him to Pueblo, leaving at tire stock of lumber of the seller than shrewd look in his eye that has be-o- n rain or snow can prevent a further
hand in the business in which the come a part of it. "I said the man spread of the fire which has already
7:45. One hour is to be spent at
is then engaged in the lumber wno has tne most votes will be the destroyed much property.
seller
the
former President
Pueblo, when
re- - winner."
will leave for Osawatomie, Kansas. business, is not void as being in
Numerous brief stops are scheduled straint of trade.
Mr. Andrews spent the day catling GAINS MADE BY CITIES
While a single sale of lumber' on friends and
DURING PAST TEN YEARS.
between Denver and Osawatomie. Mr.
acquaintances and
amount to en- Roosevelt will stop twenty-fou- r
(hours would not in itself
was
much amusement
expressed by
in the famous little Kansas town, and
Albany, N. Y., 100,253, a gain od 6.5
1
on
the
evidence
wou
d be
question of confetti that stuck to the dele- - per cent.
one of his most notable speeches will
whether the seller was engaging in
be delivered there.
e
Davenport, la., 43,028, a gain of 22.1
that business and in connection with & te had selected aK.hack that
25,000 at Osawatomie.
per cent.
other circumstances might furnish
!
Des Moines, la., 86,368, a gain of
this
coach
s
bridal
a
Osawatomie, Kans., Aug. 30. Not sufficient
morning
proof that he was so engag and the confetti hadearly
39.0
since the time, fifty-fou- r
per cent.
not entirely been
years ago,
N. J., 14,498, a gain of 36.8
when John Brown's men withstood ed.
seats.
Harrison,
from
these
brushed
for the sale of a
cent.
ten times their number of Missouri ' In an agreement
per
stock in trade and that the seller for
Indianapolis, Ind., 233,650, a gain
guerrillas in the woods at the edge a time abstain from engaging in the WOULD-BASSASSIN
38.1 per cent.
of the town has Osawatomie been so
of
SHOOTS FIVE TIMES.
which it was employed,
excited as today when the celebration business in
Kansas
City, Mo., 248,381, a gain of
a provision that a sum
of that anniversary began. At least there was
51.7 per cent.
named should be considered liquidate But Misses Victim and is Killed By
25,000 persons are expected to be
McAlister, Okla., 12,954.
in case of a breach of the
Railroad Official He Had
crowded into the little town tomor- ed damages
Middletown, O., 13,152, a gain of
to
it.
either
Held,
party
Attacked.
row when Theodore Roosevelt will agreement by
41.6
per cent
to
determine
it was for the court
make an address which will dedicate that
Milwaukee, Wis., 373,857, a gain of
case
the
of
from
circumstances
the
to the state as a pary the wooded
St. Louis, Aug. 30. C. P. Walsh, a 31.0 per cent.
should be
sum named
hillside where the battle was fought. whether the
special agent of the Great
discharged
Newark, N. J., 347,469, a gain of
considered a penalty or liquidated
office 41.2 per cent.
the
entered
Northern
railway,
court
trial
the
having
damages. And
A. G. Day
DREAD CHOLERA INVADES
New Haven, Conn., 133,605, a gain
found actual damages only instead of of Chief Special Agent
fired five shots at the latter, of 23.7 per cent.
GERMANY FROM RUSSIA. the
a
of
for
breach
sum,
stipulated
Pittsburg, Pa., 533,905, a gain of
Berlin, Aug. 30. Five suspecled such a contract, it was at liberty, in missing him each time. Ray then
18.2 per cent
cases of cholera were discovered in addition to its judgment for damages', shot Walsh dead.
Berlin today.
Welch Was Discharged Employe.
to enjoin the defendant from further
Schenectady, N. Y 72.S26, a gain of
St. Paul, Minn., Aug. 30. Welch 129.9 per cent
Fourteen Cases.
viola ting, the agreement in question.
Berlin, Aug. 30. Fourteen cases of
Scranton, Pa., 129,867, a gain of 27.3
The territorial supreme court hand- was discharged two months ago for
cholera or suspected cholera, have ed down twoopiaions this forenoon:
shooting at a man at Duluth. Since per cent.
been discovered at Berlin, and the su
Syracuse, N. Y., 137,249, a gain of
then, Welch had threatened to "get"
26.6 per cent
burb of Spandau.
Ray.
(Continued on Fase Eight- I
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Territorial Superintendent of Public
Instruction James E. Clark in prepar-- i
ing his annual report for the annual
report of Governor Mills to the secre-- i
tary of the interior, ttias compiled the
following statistics which demonstrate
the magnificent strides forward that
the cause of public education is

x
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law-maker- s,

WITHOUT

MAKING

WILL.

rirt

Annoints Mrs. Fiske
and Ernest A. Johnson, Administrators of Estate.

r,u- -

That Attorney Eugene A. Fiske
and
died intestate, leaving a bouse
library
int
ied at $4,000 and a law when
a
worth $2,500, became known
nptu.tnn was filed yesterday a&.ius
the probate court then in session to
name Johanna Frances msse aua inward A. Johnson, administrators of
tli p. estate.
The court granted the application
Tiamine the bond $14,000, as the appli
cation for the appointment of admin
istrators declared that Mr. Fiske naa
left en estate valued at not over
noo.

Mr. Fiske died suddenly August 20

ot Ma Tmme near the Cathedral,
cause of deatlh being apoplexy.

the

TEACHERS' MEETING ON
SATURDAY AFTERNOON

Parents Should See to it That Pupils
Report on Time on Monday
Forenoon.

"How to. .Court-- , a Girl Successfully
is the topic which the genial doctor
has discussed most recently, sand
wiching in his utterance between em
phatic declarations directed at the
heads of offending food companies
who have been guilty of using ben- zoate of soda.
"Courting is not a lost art as many
people would have you believe," said
the doctor. "It exists today with all

its pretty little tricks and courtesies
just as it existed a thousand years
ago, and will exist one thousand years
in the future.
"I don't consider myself much of a
prophet in making this statement, for
it is an axiom that human nature
doesn't change. To get down to the
of fact, the
nubbin
courtship is the best. How delight
ful it Is to sit before a roaring fire
place, with the lights turned low,
whilst the shadows dance and flicker.
Or again, upon a moonlight
night
strolling beneath the trees with the
scent of flowers about you and the
calm darkness falling about you.
"Again in the hammock or upon the
lake in a boat, just big enough for
two. I presume that the automobile
takes the courtship-broketoday
horse which can be driven safely with
the feet. Courtship will always be.
just as love will always exist.
It might be mentioned that Dr.
Wiley is a bachelor.
n

There will be a meeting of the city's
public school teachers at the supers
tendent's office, Saturday, September
3, at 2 o'clock p. m., preparatory to
opening the Bchools on Monday mom
Ing, September 5, at 9 a. m. As this
is Labor Day the schools will hold
only one hour, or long enough to assign seats, classes and books. It Is
very important tlbat every pupil be
present next Monday morning. A day
or two late shows the Indifference of
the parents and pupils is indicative
of failure later on. Let all start to
gether and keep together.

DR. HAWLEY

SUFFERS

CRIPPEN
NERVOUS BREAKDOWN.

London, Aug. 30. Dr. Hawley Crip-pejointly accused with Ethel Clare
Leneve, of the murder of his wife
Belle Elmore, has suffered a nervous
collapse and was removed today to
the hospital ward of Brixton Jail.
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Old Whnaf

THE

Bobolink
ariety:fresh yeast

GIVE CASH REGISTER TICKETS
ALL CASH PURCHASES

WE

WITH

inter Grocery Co.
Southeast Corner Plaza, ftanta

F.

For like strains of martial music,
Their mighty thoughts suggest
Life's endless toil and endeavor;
And tonight I long for rest.

SEE FOE YOURSELF

Ap

Read from some humbler poet,
Whose songs gushed from his heart,
As showers from the clouds of summer
Or tears from the eyelids start.

THE FINEST AND FULL LINE OF
'8

8

Who through long days of labor,
And nights devoid of ease,
Still heard in his soul the music
Of wonderful melodies.

!)l;immts, v aietien. Clocks
Jewelry, Silverware, Decorated China, Novelties,
Leather and Leather Ebony

Such songs have power to quiet
The restless pulse of care,
And comes like the benediction
That follows after prayer.

Goods.

:7

Then read from the treasured voiunre
The poem of thy choice,
And lend to the rhyme of the poet,,
The beauty of thy voice.

MANUFACTURER
JEWELER

And the night shall be filled with
music,
And the cares, that infest the day,
Shall fold their tents like the Arabs,
And as silently steal away.

TAXIDERMIST TANNER & FURRIER

Issued A marMarriage License
was
license
granted at Las Veriage
gas yesterday to Sixta Garcia, aged
42, and Damacio Roibal, aged 41, of
Las Gallinas.
Two Deaths in Las Vegas Rufus,
the seven months old son of Mr. and
Mrs. R. R. Rogers, died at Las Vegas
yesterday. Miss Ramona Delgado,
aged 48 years, died at the Meadow
City.
Divorce Suit Filed In the district
court at Albuquerque, Virginia T. de
Caxabajal filed suit for divorce against
her husband Porfilio, on the ground of
desertion. She asks for the custody
of their 16 year old son.
Church Fire at Wagon Mound Fire
destroyed Santa Clara church at Wag
on Mound, Mora county, yesterday.
The fire started from candles placed
before a new statue which was to
have been dedicated in the near fu

OF WORK IN OUR LINE DONE TO ORDER

EVERY DESCRIPTION

GAME HEADS MOUNTED
Artistic Taxidermy and Ladies' Fur Repairing a Specialty
Send for prices for tanning and lining'
furs and hides for rugs and robes

Highest prices paid for raw furs of all kinds

F. GORMLEV
FRANK
GENERAL MERCHANDISE

in
1

PHONE
BLACK

SANTA FE, N. M.

17

MULLIGAN

yfOfl

CANON

ROAD

& RI

SUCCESSORS TO J. D. MULLIGAN

UNDERTAKING & EMBALMING
FUNERAL DIRECTORS

da?honht 130
PICTURE

FRAMING

IOC

RED
TASTEFULLY

l,0

AND

PALACE
AVE

SATISFACTORILY

DONE.

Onion Sets, Alfalfa Seed.
FOR

International Stock Food
Wholesale and Retail Dealers in
Floir, Haj,

LEO HEBSCH

Grain, Potai

Salt and

Ms

THE ONLY EXCLUSIVE GRAIN HOUSE IN SANTA FE.

MEXICAN HATS

AIL

PRICES.

THE SANTA FE TRAIL CURIO
No Need to Cut.

S . E.

--

CO-

Corner of Plaza.

Denver, Colo., Aug. 30.
The forecast is local showers
tonigiht or Wednesday with

n

1910.

30,

Incorporated 1903

ELIGMANBR0SC0.
E STILL HAVE LEFT

A great many Bargains
in Summer Goods of
.

every description.

THESE
MUST

-

-

-

-

Don't Belay

BE SOLD
Si

stationary temperature.

Buy Now While we have

Everybody Follow the Band Tonight. It is for a good cause.
Dance at Isleta Yesterday was the
annual feast day at Isleta, Bernalillo
county. In the morning there was a
procession and in the afternoon characteristic Pueblo dances.
Be a Booster, Not a Knocker Go
to the Adobe Grand tonight. It will
make you glad to be at the Adobe
Grand tonight.
From 56 to 81 That was the variation in temperature yesterday the
maximum having been reached shortly after 2 p. in. The lowest tempera
ture during last night was 56 degrees.
The precipitation for the 24 hours
ending at 6 o'clock this morning was
0.03 of an inch of rain. The day was
clear during the forenoon and partly
thunder
cloudy after noon with
There was
showers in this vicinity.
a light rain over the city between 5
to 6 p. m. A year ago today the minimum was 56 and the maximum 6b
with showers to lay the dust.
Open Up Your Heart, and Your
purse strings, take out a little quarter,
and go to the Adobe Grand.
Civil Service Examination October
5 The civil service commission has
notified the secretary of the local
board of examiners that there will be
an examination for the position of
railway mail clerk on October 5. It
is stated that considerable difficulty
has been experienced in securing a
sufficient number of eligibles for filling vacancies in this position in tlhe

assortment.

a good

half a, century

f03

PHONE 36

the leading.

cry goods
house; in the city.

P. O. BOX 219
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CARPENTERS 8c BUILDER'S
EVERYTHING
Tor

A

ilr

Building
AMD

5

REST

THE

states and territories and therefore

qualified persons are urged to enter
the examination. This will be on
eight
subjects including spelling,

arithmetic, letter

writing,

penman- -

j

ship, copying from plain copy, geo-- j
graphy, reading addresses, and the
system of railway transportation. The
minimum height requirement of appli-- j
cants has been reduced from 5 feet
6 inches to 5 feet 5 inches, exclusive
of boots or shoes and the minimum
weight (has been reduced from 135 to
130 pounds, in ordinary clothing.
The Artega Twins, the Wonderful j
ture.
contortionists at the Adobe tirand toAntonio Valdez Struck Dead By night. Don't miss them!
Lightning Antonio Valdez, a promi
nent citizen of Mora county was
(Continued on Page Eight.)
struck dead by lightning while on the
way from Wagon Mound to his ranch CLOSED LARGEST LAND
on the Red river. The horse he was
DEAL IN HUMAN HISTORY.
riding and two men with him were
uninjured.
w
i vu
limn s j
jr o
cwjDeath List at Albuquerque The
000,000 Gold for Tract in
following names appear in the mortu
Mexico.
ary column of last evening's AlbuWilliam
querque Tribune Citizen:
Houston, Texas, Aug. 30. Robert
Zenz; John H. Lehrinan, aged 39, who
came seven years ago from Pittsburg, B. Buchanan, an Englishman, and fis- syndi- Pa.; Louis Wardwell; Edgar G. Smith cal agent of a Franco-Germaa printer; Ruth Francis King, aged 2 cate of capitalists centered in Berlin
years, and Miss V. M. Alden, formerly and Paris, is now in Mexico City for
the purpose of consummating
t)he
principal of the manual sdhool.
largest land transaction ever record
If you want anytnlng on eartn try ed. Ho is buying grazing and timber
land in the Mexican republic to the
i New Mexican Want Ad.
value of 200,000,000 gold, and will buy
more later on. Mr. Buchanan is buy-- 1
How's This?
ing everything that comes to his no- -'
We offer One Hundred Dollars Re- tice, large or small, and in some in-- ;
ward for any case or Catarrh that can- stances tracts at fancy prices in order
not be cured by Hall's Catarrh Cure. to insure contiguity.
F. J. CHENEY, & CO., Toledo, O.
Outside of land acquired by conWe, the undersigned, have known F. quest, cession or international agree-- 1
J. Cheney for the last 15 yes
and be- ment, there is no other instance in
lieve him perfectly honorable In all which so large a tract has ever changbusiness transactions and financially ed ownership.
Some of the land
able to carry out any obligations made bought sold at as little a3 30 cents
by his firm.
,3
per acre.
WALDING, KINN & MARVIN,
Mr. Buchanan, in a newspaper adWholesale Druggists, Toledo, O.
vertisement, is authority for the stateU's Catarrh Cure is taken Intern
ment tlhat he wishes to acquire the
ally, acting directly upon the blood land for the purpose of controlling the
and mucous surfaces of the system. expert cattle trade of Mexico, Central
Testimonials sent free. Price 75 conts America, and Brazil. Whether he Intends to buy land to the same extent
per bottle. Sold by all Druggists.
is
Take Hall's Family Pills toi con in the other countries mentioned
j pation.
not known.

If you use the right builders' hardware when you
put up a barn
or build a home it won't have to be "fixed" every week If you use
good, strong, durable builders' hardware.
o uui,
Autj uesi iiaiuwaie is
mvoii, uui. ui&u.
not 'high," but cheap.
t
we sell the best.

j

j

rl.

j

r "tit

W?adwSco!S We have it.

If it's Hardware

WHOLESALE

a!

AND RETAIL

Wood!

RATON
YANKEE

Screened

Lump

CERR1LLOS

Anthracite Coal all Sizes,

Smithirg Coal.
Sawed Wood and Kindling.

fSJfiTSSa!
85

Steam Coai.

CAPITAL COAL YARD.

Telephone

Telephone

ZZZZ

ABSTRACT REAL ESTATE INSURANCE

j

j

As a Protection for yourself demand anAbstract-)- o
you know whether
you have an absolute title to the property which you new own?

Absracts of Title,
THE SANTA FE ABSTRACT1
Furnished by

j

Catron Block

piamowos

Santa Fe, N,

He fciri
Tel Blaik

M

76

anmiaiiaeii

n. O. YONTZ

watches I
I
FILIGREE 5"

MANUFACTURER BP

US! 5231

i

MEXICAN

JEWELRY

Right Servioo

1 01,10
Date Methods

Cut Glass, China and Silverware

345 San Francisco St.

SAMTA FE

f,

ML

fit Pftn Vrvim iitttm
It is to your advantage to trade here. We make
1U1 1UU1 VW11 UUUU the claim that we sell better aoods than anv one
else, for we offer youthe best tirades in all our lines that is possible to nroduce
"OUR GOODS ARE RIGHT"
Phone
Phone Trade
for
in

PRICES ARE RIGHT"
and "WE SERVE YOU RIGHT"
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The Store Everybody Like,'

j
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All kinds of Garden and Field Seeds.
SOLE AGENTS

Established 1856.

MINOR GUY TOPICS

Not from the grand old masters,
Not from the Bards sublime,
AVhose distant footsteps echo
Through the corridors of time.

nans
CALL

BM It

c

No. 40

Telephone

HERE IS A REMEDY ITHAT
WILL CURE ECZEMA

"WE PROVE IT."
waste
time and money experiWhy
THE DAY IS DONE.
menting with greasy salves and lo(By Longfellow.)
tions, trying to drive the eczema germ
The day is done, and the darkness
from underneath the skin when the
Falls from the wings of night,
Capital Pharmacy guarantees ZEMO,
As a teal her is wafted downward
a clean liquid preparation for external
From an eagle in his flight.
use to rid the skin of the germ life
that causes the trouble.
I see the lights of tne village
In over 2,000 towns and cities in
Gleam through the rain and the mist
the leading druggist has the
America,
And a feeling of sadness comes o'er
agency for ZEMO and he will tell you
me
of the marvelous cures made by this
That my soul cannot resist.
clean, simple treatment. ZEMO is
recognized as the cleanest and most
A feeling of sadness, and longing,
treatment
for
eczema,
popular
That is not akin to pain,
pimples, dandruff and all other forms
And resembles sorrow only
of skin or scalp affections whether on
As the mist resembles rain.
infant or grown person. Will you try
a bottle on our recommendation?
Come, read to me some poem,
The Capital Pharmacy.
Some simple and heartfelt lay,
That shall soothe this restless feeling,
And banish the thoughts of day.

Imperial
Jersey Cream
Pansy
Also

Mil
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here
faction others get.
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TAKE IT

fested in the two sessions of the present Congress, and yet never in its history has the Republican party passed
and become responsible for as much
useful and progressive legislation.
"So, while issues will doubtless
arise between members of a Republican majority, as to the details of
further legislation, the party as a
whole will show itself in the future,
as in the past, practical and patriotic
in subordinating individual opinions

IN TIME.

Just as Scores of Santa

Fe

PRESIDENT TAFT

People

Have.

TO

Waiting doesn't pay.
Jf you neglect the aching back,
LTrinary
troubles, diabetes, surely
follows.
Doan'g Kidney Pills relieve back-

IPEOPLE

Voters Should Cast
Their Ballots for Republican Candidates.

Why

ache,

Cure every kidney ill.
Santa Fe citizens endorse them.
'Alberto Garcia, Galisteo St., Santa
Fe, N. M., says: "I deem it a pleasure to corroborate the public statement I gave in favor of Doan's Kidney Pills about seven years ago. I
found them to be an excellent remedy
and I have never hesitated to vouch
for their merit when an opportunity
has been presented. For two years
I was in bad shape from backache and
kidney trouble and when Doan's Kidney Pills were brought to my notice,
I resolved to try them. They not only
drove away the backache, but regulated the passages of the kidney secretions and toned up my entire system. When my back has bothered me
during the past two and a half years,
I have at once taken Doan's Kidney
Pills and they have never failed to

DEFENSE

TARIFF

OF

in order to secure real progress.
Hence it is important that after Recandidates
publican
congressional
have been duly and fairly chosen, all
Republicans who believe in the party
principles as declared in its national
platform of 1908, should give the can
didates loyal and effective support. Ii
this is done, there will be no doubt o!
a return of a Republican majority.
"The only other alternative is a
Democratic majority. We may reasonably, however, that a Democratic majority in the House would reject the
Republican doctrine of protection as
announced iu 1908
"What, therefore, has a Republican
who believes in protection but objects
to some rates or schedules in the present tariff act, to hope far from a
Democratic majority, which, if allowed its way, would attack the protective system and halt business by a
threatened revision of the whole tariff
on revenue basis, or if prevented by
the Senate or the executive, would
merely do nothing."
President Taft then discusses the
promises made and the legislation enacted by the present Congress, discussing in detail the tariff, the number of reductions and increases made
and in quoting the memorandum he
made when he signed the bill. Continuing, the letter says:
"The tariff bill has been criticized
for certain of Its rates and schedules.
Some of the criticisms are just and
some are wide of the mark and most

BILL

But It is Not Perfect and Wil
Be Further Revised in

Future.

30.
New York, Act?.
President
Tafts let'ter to W. R. McKinley, chairman of the Republican congressional
committee was made public last night
by the New York headquarters of the
committee. The President in the com
munication says that differences between Republicans should be forgotten in the congressional election, and
that "all Republicans who believe in
relief."
bring
in its
For sale by all druggists. Price 50 the party principles as declared
1908 should give
n
Co., Buffalo, national platform in
cents.
the candidates loyal and effective supNew York, sole agents for the United
port. If this is done there will be no
States.
doubt of a return of a Republican
and
Doan's
Remember the name
majority."
take no other.
As to the tariff the President says:
'
seems to me that all Republi"It
TO AND FROM ROSWELL.
cans
progressive and
Connection made with Automobile radicalconservative,
well abide the situation
may
line at Vaughn for Roswell, dally. with
to the tariff until eviAutomobile leaves Vaughn for Ros- dence respect
now
accumulated shall
being
Roswell at 8:30 a. m. and arrives at
in the rates."
well at 3:30 p. m. Automobile leaves justify changes
Mr. Taft's plan for revision by ConRoswell for Vaughan at 12:30 a. m.
of individual schedules after ingress
and arrives at Vaughn at 6 p. m. The
by the tariff commission
vestigation
fare between Santa F and Torrance
discussed in this connection.
is $5.80 and between Torrance and is
The President reviews the more imRoswell flO. Reserve seats on autoportant legislation enacted by Conmobile by wire. J. W. Stockard.
gress, in fulfillment of its promises
Rebound When exceTlenv wore can and says, "it is of the utmost importedube done right at home. Conult tn ance to make 'his a campaign of
cation as to facts and clear away the
New Mexican Bindery.
clouds of misrepresentation that have
obscured the real issues."
The letter follows in part:
"Beverly, Mass., Aug. 20, 1910.
"My Dear Mr. McKinley:
"As the chairman of the National
For
Republican Congressional Committee
you have asked me to give the reasons
basket leaves Monday Tuesday wu5cn should lead voters in the com- unrl TTVirisi.r inrr Mnvomhor oWHnn tn at their
pnfnic TKni-odaballots for Republican candidates for
u
Bh
Foster-Milbur-

PAGE THREE.

GOLDSBQRO
HEARD
A

New Mexico Military Institute
FROM

Lady Who Lives in Goldsboro

Tonic.
Goldsboro, N. C "A physician treated me for many distressing
symptoms,"
writes Mrs. Etta A. Smith, "but cave
me no relief.
"I suffered with neuralgia around the
heart and was troubled at times with my
head. 1 had pain in my leftside, bowels,
left thigh, shoulders and arms.
"After taking Cardui, I am now well
and can recommend it to other
suffering
women."
Just such doubtful symptoms, as those
from which Mrs. Smith suffered, are the
ones for which it will pay you to take
Cardui, the woman's tonic.
It is at such times, when there is nothing to show, for certain, the real cause of
the trouble, that you need a tonic, to
give
the body strength to throw off the illness
that evidently threatens.
Take Cardui, when you are ill, with
the ailments of your sex. Take Cardui
as a tonic, to prevent illness, when
you
feel it coming.
Your druggist keeps it.
NB
Write to: Ladies' Advisory Dept., Chattanooga Medicine Co.. Chattanooga, Tenn., for Special
Instructions, and
hook. "Home Treatment
lor Women" sent in pla;n wrapper on request.

duce governmental expenditures and
to reform the method of collecting
the customs revenue, it has by its
revenue producing capacity, turned a
deficit in the ordinary operations of
the government of $58,(1(10,000 for the
year ending June 30, 1909, to a surplus
in the first full year of the law ending
August o, 1910, of $26,000,000. From a
revenue standpoint then, there can be
no controversy over the effectiveness
of the new law. Generally speaking,
a full measure of industrial activity
iu production, transportation and distribution has accompanied the opera-tioof the new law.
"Again, the present law in its corporation tax, imposes a new kind of
tax which has many of the merits of
an income tax. It is one of the most
useful and important changes in our
revenue laws, as the future will show.
In spite of the criticism heaped upon
it at its passage, no party responsible
for revenue or anxious to retain every
means of legitimate supervision of
corporations will repeal it.
"The next most important work of
the present Congress was the passage of the amendment to the interstate commerce bill. The bill as at
present in force is an excellent bill.
It is not enacted in a spirit of hostility to railroads but submits them
to a closer and more effective supervision by the interstate commerce
commission to avoid injustice in their
management and control.

unjust.

ii'crl

Joins in the Chorus of Praise
for Cardui, The Woman's

...
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ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO,
"The West Point of the Southwest."
Army Officers Detailed by War Department
Army Inspectors BANK SCHOOL IN CLASS

"A."

Through Academic course, preparing yonng
men for college or for business life. Great
amount of open air work. Healthiest location
of any Military School In the UdIod. Located
on the beautiful Pecos Valley the garden
spot of the West ct an e'evation of 3,700
feet above sea level, sunshine everv day, but
lute rain or snow during session.
Eleven Officersjand Instructors, all graduates from standard eastern colleges. Ten
buildings, thoroughly furnished, bea'.el, light
ed and modern In all respects.
REGENTS E. A. Cahoon, President; W
G, Hamlitoa, Vice President; J. Phelps White,
Treasurer; W. M. Atkinson Secretary, aod W
A Flnlay
For particulars an 3 Illustrated catalogue
address.
COL. JAS. W. WILLSON,

Superintendent.

ens rargo & mmmm
express

(ieuerai Express Fsrwaraer
TO

farts of the World

Ail

iavc Money and Inconvenience by Purchasing Wells Fsrgo
DOMESTIC MONEY ORDERS, TRAVELED
MONEY ORDERS, FOREIGN MONEY ORDERS.
pimble Trougnaut the United States. Canada. Mico
ni ail Forciga Coaatriea.
jittrrfXTTANCES SENT BY TELEGRAPH

"The truth is that under the old
protective idea the only purpose was
to make the tariff high enough to protect the home industry. The excess
of the tariff over the difference of the
cost of production here and abroad
was not regarded as objectionable because it was supposed that competition between those who enjoyed the
high protection would keep the price
for the consumer down to what was
reasonable for the manufacturer. The
evil of excessive tariff rates, however,
Fine Rigs, Reliable
Single
showed itself in the temptation of
to
combine and supBuggies,
manufacturers
press competition and then to main- Congress.
"Assume that when this letter is tain the price so as to take advantage
Mrs.FO. BROWM Agent
rate over
given
publicity tne lines will De of the excess of the tariffcost of
Phone No. 23 Red
the
difference
between
the
will
have
candidate
the
drawn,
party
selected and the question for de- duction abroad and here,
When in Need of Anything in
"The Payne tariff bill is the first
be whether we shall have
cision
Livery Line.
in the House of Representatives a Re- - bill passed by the Republican party
for
in
the
which
reducing
Democratic
necessity
or
a
majority.
PLAZA BARBER SHOP publican
The question, then will be not what rates to avoid this evil has been
RATES RIGHT.
one cognized and it is therefore a decided
of Republicanism
it
direction
and
in
the
ought
for
step
right
For i9 year? the only
prefers, but whether it is better
"The important part that railways
to be accepted as such. On the
first class tonsorial parlor the country to have the Republican
Don Gaspsr Avenue
as the arterial circulation in the
play
was
downward
revision,
a
whole
it
for
the
party control the legislation
business
in Santa Fe.
of
the country, the million
next two years and further redeem particularly on articles of necessity
and a half of their employes and the
its promises or to enable a Demo-- and on raw materials. The actual
OUR NEW PITCH
of million of their stockholders, the immajority in the House, either tires on the first year's operationmust
TREATMENT
portance of their purchasing power as
It
this.
low
demonstrates
the
THE C. E. HARTLEY
to interpose' a veto to Republican
REAL
CO
is guaranteed to cure, (not only measures, nr to formulate and pass also be remembered that the tariff affecting the prosperity of general busli- - iness
&
all
in
interon
new
the
hair
law
rates
in
the
imported
require
public
relieve, Diadruff, falling
biljs t0 carry out Democratic prin-- j
SPRINGER, NEW MEXICO
jquors, wines and silks were increased est that no unfair treatment should be
Other scalp irritations. We also cipies.
accorded
I
am
them.
But
over
note
to
the
rates,
Dingley
glad
substantially
carry a complete line of all the "Prominence has been given during
Offers irrigated lands in tracts of all sizes, raw lands,
the preliminary canvasses just ended because these were luxuries and it that the railroa'1 managers have acunder ditch, 40 00 to 75.00 per acre, under cultivation
popular hair and facial tonics.
revenue.
in
the
quiesced
fairness
of
the
the
to
increase
intended
present
to the differences between Republi-;waand highly improved, 00.00 to S1T5.00 per acre. These are
..
HERPICIDE, DE LUXE QUININE & FITCH
bill
and propose loyally to comply
the present tariff
charge
ideal homes ready for you.
BATHS BATHS BATHS
ferences should be forgotten. Differ-- : is reasonable for the increase in the with its useful provisions. It was
Dry Farming Lands, $5.00 to $20.00 per acre
ences within the party were mani-- ; prices of necessities is demonstraDiy supported by the whole Republican
false, because the high nrices, with party in Congress and that party is
We are prepared to locate settlers on gov- RANOHKS,
Agents HUBBS LAUNDRY
RANCHES,
LARGE
eminent land. We have irrlRation enter- j'
LARciK
very few exceptions, affect articles in entitled to credit for its passing. The
Phone us, wewillbegladtocallforyour
AND
men
are
AND
prises,
Moneyed
needing
capital.
PILLS
:
:
SMALL
;
Invited to correspond with us.
SMALL.
laundry on Mondays and Tuesdays CHICHESTER BRAND. A jthe tariff up which there was no in- whole Democratic strength was exon
and deliver
Thursdays and Fridays
crease in rates or in respect to which hibited against it in both houses. It
Ladles! Ask your lirugglnt
IF YOU NEED ANYTHING IN NEW MEXICO, LET US HEM FROM YOU,
IHumond
was a performance of a pledge of the
All work is guaranteed; your
there was a substantial reduction.
IM1U in Red and Hold
boxes, sealed with Blue
90cks are mended and buttons
"Perhaps more important than any platform and only needs time to vinTake no other. Jlny or your
sewed on you shirts, without
Dnifffflflt.
of dicate the wisdom of its enactment.
DIAMOND 1CUAM PILLS, for A one feature of the operative part
extra charge.
NEAT ATTIRE
years known as Best, Safest, Always Relial
"The postal savings bank bill has a
tariff law, is that section which
the
SOLD BY DRUGGISTS EVERYWHERE
tarPHONE RED 122. PHONE RED 122.
a
similar
one
is
to
of the great
enables the executive
history. It
appoint
iff commission or board to secure the congressional enactments. It creates
for the proper an epoch. Like the tariff bill and the
needed information
amendment and perfection of the law. railroad bill, this was put through
When the commission completes its each house of Congress by a Repubor lican majority, and was signed by a
work, either on the entire
on any of the schedules in respect to Republican president. The legislation
which issue has arisen and the work; of Congress in respect to the navy deof the commission shows that the partment is a full compliance with
present tariff is wrong and should be the promises of the Republican platchanged, I expect to bring the mat- form.
"The Republican party at the last
ter to the attention of the Congress
with a view to its amendment of the session of Congress again exhibited
its deep and sincere interest in the
tariff in that particular.
The "1892" Pure Spun Aluminum Ware is rapidly
It is taking
"Of course this will be impracti- general welfare of the workmen and
coming into use for cooking purposes.
the place of agate and enamel ware because while its
Itself shall women of the country by adding imcable unless Congress
Particular care is taken that no
first cost is a trifle more than ordinary ware, it is
as I hope portant enactments to its already long
rule,
the
parlimentary
adopt
when apparently "run to seed" a little
is
in
as
it
the
much
guaranrun,
long
cheaper
really
leaves
it will, that a bill to amend one sched- record of legislation on this subject.
teed for twenty-fiv- e
yeaps and will last practically
we
equally benefited by our renova"In this connection are mentioned THE WILLIAMS & RISING LIVERY
ule of the tariff may not be subject
a life time.
tion
treatment. We put an entirely
to
mines
to
of
bureau
of
the
motion
amend
estimate
the
to
a
by adding
STABLE
The genuine "1892" Ware, made only from pure
new appearance on them, giving each
aid, among other things, in preventing
changes in other schedules.
SPUN (not cast) Aluminum, will not crack, scale, peel,
loss of life; ample laws giving powers unless It is in perfect condition.
To Avoid a War.
.
break, scorch or burn.
a freshness that suggests the
to
take up to the interstate commerce commis- Horses fresh, vehicle? clean and easy garment
"It will thus be possible
It looks like silver but weighs only about
when brand new.
and
original
appearance
span.
as much, is easily cleaned and handled, and
a single schedule with respect to sion for the prevention of accidents to running. Drivers spick
with
are
well
pleased
We
are
Patrons
maalways
careful with our
and
will not rust, corrode or tarnish. Absolutely pure,
a
prompt
which it is probable that
great
employes and passengers; perfecting
of all kinds work and
have
We
our
and wholesome ; saves money, time and
service.
rigs
enbe
will
to
house
to
unprejueach
act
of
of
all partons perthe employers liability
guarantee
jority
or night fect satisfaction as
doctor's bills.
well as contentdiced to admit the evidence, and to able injured employes more easily to for use at any time of day
Be sure you get the original and gen
ment with the low prices charged.
reach a fair conclusion. For these recover just damages; creation of a and our charges are moderate.
uine ware stamped witn me Maltese
reasons it seems to me that all Re- congressional commission to report a
Cross. At your dealers.
Julius Muralter, Tailor
publicans, conservative, progressive practical bill for the fixing of workWILLIAMS 4 RISIKG
WOODDAVIS HARWARE CO.
tand radical, may well abide the situ men's compensation for injuries reation with respect to the tariff until ceived in the employment of inter- 310 San Francisco St 'Phone 139 Re4 Cor. Palace and Washington Avenue.
evidence now being accumulated shall state carriers."
Continuing, the letter says:
justify changes in the rates; and that
A UTO CO.
MEX
it is much better for them to vote for
"One of the great questions which j
a
to
create
than
has made a national issue and aroused
help
Republicans
Carrying the TJ. S. mail and pas- the rate of $5.00 per hundred lbs.
Democratic majority which would be public interest through insistence of
Special automobiles furnished to acbetween Vaughn, N. M., and
sengers
utterly at war with the protective President Roosevelt is that of conser- Roswell, N. M., connecting with the commodate any number of passengers
principle, and therefore would have vation of our natural resources."
El Paso & Southwestern and Rock Is- to make special connections with any
no use for the findings of the tariff
Measures in the interest of conser- land Railroads and the Atchison, train at Vaughn, also to connect with
commission, as we may certainly in vation are reviewed. The letter conNew Mexico Central Railroad at TorTopeka & Santa Fe Railroad.
fer from the solid Democratic vote in tinues;
Leave Vaughn at 8:30 a. m., arrive rance for Santa Fe, N. M., by comWrite for testimonials of promiaent people and booklet why
the present Congress against the necConservation Program.
in Roswell at 3:30 p. m.
municating with Manager of the Rosessary appropriation for the commis"There remains to be considered
Leave Roswell at 12:30 a. m, arrive well Auto Co., at Roswell, N. M., at
sion's work.
and settled the question of the method in Vaughan at 6 p. m.
least 24 hours in advance. Rate for
"One great virtue in the new tariff of disposing of public lands so that
to
50
lbs.
$40.00 to accommodate four or
of
allowance
special
Baggage
SAVES CONSUMPTIVES
law, Including the corporation tax, is the government may retain sufficient each regular ticket, excess baggage at fewer passengers to either point
that taken with the current effort of
L M HOFFMAN, Gaaeral Sales Agent, Albuquerque N. M
the administration to keep down or re
(Continued on Page Six.)
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best fishing and
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The men who will write the constithe United States, the national forests, that thousands of Democrats will vote
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Mexico,
eyen though
made more and more accessible each for
candidates on next proscribed by the Albuquerque Morn
in all the District Courts
Practice
Republican
year through protection and develop Tuesday. How they ieel on this sub
Journal, are big men. They have and gives special attention to cases
ment by the government, are fast be- ject, in Arizona, is manifest from the ing
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public welfare at heart and will before the Territorial Supreme Court
for
coming great national playgrounds
following editorial in the Prescott not be stampeded by any flare-ude- Office: Laughlin Blk Santa Fe, N. M
the people.
Journal Miner:
,
mand for socialistic legislation.
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The use of the forests for recreation
"Whatever their sentiments regard the constitutional convention will sit
WILLIAM McKEAN
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a
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is as yet
beginning,
men like Hon. Solomon Luna, Hon. H.
ing innovations in government,
Attorney-at-Laing steadily and rapidly in some of jority of the people of Gila county O. Bursum, Hon. A. B. Fall, Hon. T.
Mining and Land Law.
the forests at the rate of a hundred of all parties are opposed to insert B. Catron, Hon. E. A.
Miera, Colonel Taos
New Mexico
in the consti- George W. Prichard,
per cent per annum. The day seems ing any
Frank W.
Judge
not far distant when a million persons tution of Arizona that may hazard Parker,
E. S. Stover, Hon.
C. W. G. WARD
will annually visit them.
its approval at Washington. This is C. J. Roberts, Hon. Charles Springer,
District Attbrney
Territorial
of
The records show that the seasonal shown by the result
yesterday's Dr. W. E. Garrison, Hon. T. D. Burns, Fo San
Miguel and Mora Counties
use of the forests runs from two Republican primaries, says the Silver Hon. Charles A. Spiess, Colonel
o
Las Vegas,
New Mexico
months in a Colorado forest, such as Belt, at which, were elected by a deHon. Jose D. Sena,
Jaramillo,
the Routt, to twelve months In an cisive majority the Republican can- Hon. Malaquias Martinez, Hon. EuW. A. FLEMING JCNES
But didates for the county convention fracio Gallegos, and others who have!
Alaskan, such as the Tongass.
Bonds and Investments
the uses differ. In Colorado the 2,000 who are committed in favor of an
had legislative experience, who have
U.
S.
Commissioner for the Third
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been to the fore in public life and in
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Judicial District of New Mexico.
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medicthereby
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climb,
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moulding public opinion. They are Eastern and local bank references.
inal waters: in Alaska the 1,000 al- county may contribute to the fram- ioyai to the Republican organization, Las
New Mexiro
Cruces
ing of a rational constitution and they are not insurgents, they can be
most solely to hunt and fish. The
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certain
one
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trusted by the people for they have
persons who went into the CoconR. W. WITTMAN
of the President been tested in days when it meant
ino forest, Arizona,
during nine proval at the hands
Draftcman
and
Congress.
courage and loss to be loyal to the ormonths, went to camp or to enjoy the
"The people of flhis Territory have ganization of the party of Lincoln,
Copies furnished of records on file
four
months
50,000
scenery. During
waited too long for statehood to risk Grant and Taft. They will see to it in the TJ. S. Surveyo1 General's Office
persons visited the Angeles, Califor- that boon, now
New Mexice
that it is within their that the constitution for New Mexico SaDta Fe'
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popular of the forests
to make will be sate and sane, no matter
determined
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grasp.
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is the Pike, containing the famous
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the most of the opportunity that is what pressure is brought against them
peak of that name. The various at- theirs by framing an organic law
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by agitators, by newspapers yke the
tractions within its limits, including modeled on
of the federal con- Albuquerque
that
Lands, Mines, Bonds & Stocks.
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Journal.
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tourthe scenic railway, drew 100,000
stitution and the older states, for
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ists and others. By principal states the very good reason that these have will be grateful to them because it enWe have for sale general stocks of
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the national forest visitors
stood the test of time and are looked the writing of the fundamental law Merchandise, Retail Lumber Yard and
23,000 in Arizona, 103,000 in California,
by the President and the lead- under which tlhe people will live.
other Business Opportunities through- upon
140,000 in Colorado, 19,000 in Montana, ers in
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Congress
out Taos county.
10,000 in New Mexico, 35,000 in Oreworthy of emulation by the incoming
Bank References Furnished,
Between 5,500 and 6,000 dailies is
gon, 22,000 in Idaho, 16,000 in Utah, states of Arizona and New Mexico.
New Mexico.
the total given by the San Francisco Taos,
and 12,000 in Washington.
"Mindful of this act conservative Chronicle for the entire world, over
Of the natural wonders and land- Democrats all over the
Territory are 900 of them credited to Germany, 250
JOHN K. STAUFFER
marks of interest in the national for- assisting the Republicans
to elect to Great Britain, while Paris alone has
Notary Public
ests several have been set apart as delegations unhampered by instruc- 150 more than
New York,
Office with the New Mexican
London,
national monuments,
among them tions that the constitutional convenand Boston added to- Cinder Cone, a great lava basin in tion may be a deliberate body, and gether. Le Petit Journal of Paris has lng Company.
New Mexico
Santa Fe,
California; the Gila Cliff Dwellings, not an aggregation of partisan poli- the largest circulation in the world;
instructions but the native dialect papers of India fesaafflZi
extensive remains of a prehistoric race ticians fettered
by
B3BSBQI
in New Mexico; the unsurpassed framed for the purpose of getting are read by the most people, because
Grand Canon of the Colorado, in Ari- votes rather than for guiding the they are circulated until completely
zona; Jewel Cave, South Dakota; Las- delegates to wise and safe conclus worn out. The Post Zeitung of Franksen Peak, the terminus of a long line ions.
fort, Germany, is the oldest newspa"It behooves the Republicans to per in Europe, but in China, the Kin
of extinct volcanoes in the Cascades;
the Pinnacles, a collection of remark- bear in mind the support they re- Pan is a thousand years old, and the
able jagged peaks in California; and ceived yesterday in the primaries Tsing Palo, or Peking News, is the
the Tonto, a group of prehistoric ruins from Democrats, who have tlhe cause oldest newepaper in the world, having
in. the Tonto forest in Arizona.
The of statehood at heart, when they as come out regularly for nearly 1,400
semble in convention to name their years.
Petrified
Its circulation is about
Glacier
the
Big Trees,
Park,
The extreme care necessary in
Forest, the Oregon Caves, and numer- delegates. A ticket of able, repre
ous other phenomena serve to attract sentative men of integrity and com publishing this paper is shown by the
mon sense, will command not only statement
that, until
other hosts of visitors.
recently at least
..
the solid Republican strength of the mc
ii
in
finds
ior an error in printhis
The sportsman
puiuMnneiu
paradise
J!
the national forests. In many of them county for Republicans always get ing was instant death.
together after the primaries, and
What a slaughter of typos and
big game abounds. The rangers and therein lies their
strength as a party proof readers there would be in New
the guards, besides the service they
but also the conservative Demo-crat- Mexico if the above rule held
good
perform against the spread of fire,
who, in this, as in othe.r coun- on the Territory's
eight daily news
often point out the best site for the ties, are
to
Retlhe
disposed
papers.
support
camper and the easiest route. A rec- publican delegates because
they favor
ord of 9,218 miles of trail cut, 1,236 a
simple organic law, as opposed to
Roosevelt's advice to
miles of road laid out, and 4,851 miles the Democratic
delegates who are the people of the territories to adopt a
of telephone line strung tells what the hampered
by instructions ranging all constitution that can be easily amend
1
government has done in the way of the way from the initiative
and ref- ed, was made, as he himself snvs bS
civilizaconveniences
of
the
pushing
erendum and recall to state wide pro without knowledge of conditions. The
tion into the primeval forest, The hibition. A ticket
composed of such constitution of New Mexico must
day of the wilderness of the savage men will .sweep the county of Gila in guarantee to the
native horn people
i
and the pioneer is swiftly passing; the the September elections."
tne tranchise, must' secure to them
as
national
of
forests
the
producday
the full right to .serve on juries, in
If you like ftood Ooffee then
tive resources and as national parks THE PALACE OF THE GOVERNORS county and,
you will surely be charmed
municipal office, and proof
with.
The
last
report
year's
approaches.
In another column, the New Mexi tect them
any discrimination
administration by the U. S. depart- can publishes a plea for the preserva- whatsoever, against
and it must be done in
"CHASE UNO SUBORNS
ment of agriculture evidences the ra- tion of the
antiquities of Santa Fe, terms that it will be most difficult to
pidity of the transformation.
and
and especially of the Palace. It amend
that will be almost irreSEAL BRAND"
It will be noticed that New Mex- is a matter for congratulation that vocable. No easily amended fundaico's forests stand at the bottom ol the plea has been already answered mental law for New
Mexico, which beIt has a distinctive, Satisthe list as to the number of visitors. After a period of public neglect, the lieves in stability and conservatism!
flavor rich, mellow
fying fine-the
result of
and
Yet, New Mexico's forests certainly Palace, has been placed in hands
scientific, careful blendins
offer more attractions for tourists that will permit no iconoclasm.
It The great majority of the people of
of perfectly roasted coffees
from the world's best planthan the forests of any other common- was high time, for the structures on the First Judicial District are pleased
tations.
Take the Jemez and Pecos the north side of the placita had fall that Associate Justice John R. Mc-Fi- e
wealth.
j&
will remain their presiding judge,
forests both from within eight to twen- en into ruin altogether. The rear
ty miles of Santa Fe. The cliff dwel-ing- s walls of the main structure were according to the assignment of judges'
Santa Fe Agents.
within the borders of the Jemez crumbling; the postofflce authorities, made this afternoon by tlhe territorial
known
forest are world famous, better
governors and secretaries who had supreme court. It is true, Las Vegas
though In Switzerland or France than or iipied the Palace had patched and and the Fourth. Judicial District wantIn New Mexico. For scenic beauty, c''inged interior and exterior; an in- ed him and other districts would have
the Pecos forest can not be surpassed cingruous portico replaced the old gladly welcomed him, but his piace
& COMPANY
and upon the completion of the great one, and but a few years more, and is in Santa Fe where he is identified
so
with
movements
to
for
Fe
from
Santa
have
the
would
many
the
neglect
Scenic Highway
destroyed
pubthe Pecos river, the stream of tourists structure altogether. The creation of lic good and advancement, and where
integrity and Justice have made
that will pass through New Mexico to the New Mexico Museum Board and his
nim esteemed and deservedly
popular.
ride and driv over that magnificent the placing of the custody of the
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fh Oldest Banking Institutic;
New Mexico. Established n
Capital Stock
Surplus and Undivided Profits

transacts general banking b ir.fness in all its branches.
Loans money on the most favorable terms on all kinds of
personal and coHateraj security. Buys and sells bonds and
stocks in all markets for its customer.
Buys and sells
tlosiiestic and foreign exchange and makas telegraphic transfer
of money to ail parts of the civilized! world on as liberal terms
as are given by any money transmiting agency public or
- private. Interest allowed on time, deposits at the rate of three
Liberal
b per cent per annum, on six months' or years' ii'nef livestock anJ products.
a advances made on consignments
The bank executes all orders of Its patrons in the banking line,
and nims to extend to them as liberal treatment in ail respects,
5 as is consistent with safety and the principles of sound bank- 2
ing. Safety deposit boxes for rent. The patronage of tbe
2 nublic in respecfully solicited.
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of the Best Hotels in the West

One

big-gam-

Cuisine and
Table Service

Large Sample

Room for Com-

Unexcelled

mercial Travelers

SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO
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WASHINGTON AVENUE
AMERICAN AND

EUROPEAN PLA
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Ven-cesla-

HOTEL
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....

21,-00- 0
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Commodious Sample Unm

long Distance Telephone Station.
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Lighted, Every Room

....

serYing

DO TBK REST,

i

supper ready to eat and yon will not have to
Our increasing patronage is the
wait.
best
that we merit
proof

yours.

""!!.!
RATES J1.00 A DAY AND UP

ALL MODERN CONVENIENCES

Gregg's Peerless Hotel

GROCERS

EUROPEAN PLAN

...

SANTA FE. NEW MEXICO

The only first class Hotel in Santa Fe, with hot and cold water In
every room, and with bath on every floor the finest & best CAFE in
the City to connection with Hotel. First class service guaranteed."
Vice sample room on first floor, Special attention given to traveling
men.
Give us a trial if you want first class service.

Corner of Water St.
and Don Gas par Ave.

WM. GREGG Prop.
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Ladies Silk and Lingerie Princes, Dresses
Plain and Fancy Silks, Plain and Fancy
White Goods, Embroideries and Laces.
ALL GOES AT ONE HALF
THE REGULAR PRICE,
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H. S.KAUNS

PHONE 26
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& Co.

10,-00- 0.

IN CONNECTION
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lis a sightseer registered at the Claire.
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here on government business.
The Little Girls' Club was the guest
this afternoon of Miss Claribel Fisch-

C,

It has never been the
this firm to demoralize
price, we have always,
LITY of our goods up

er.
a

ft- -

tf'-f-

:

W. A. Barry and M. P. Kelly of Albuquerque, are here on insurance

'Tiwi

business.
Census Enumerator Roman Atencio
of Dixon, Hio Arriba county, is in
the capital.
U. S. District Attorney David
J.
j
Leahy of Las Vegas is in the capital
on official business.
Judge X. B. Laughlin, V. E. Martin
and Francisco De'.gauo left on a cam- paign trip this afternoon.
Mounted Policeman J. B. Rusk of
iChania, Rio Arriba county, foas return-- ,
od to headquarters here.
Former Governor George Curry ar-rived last night from Tularosa and is
f
registered at Gregg's hotel.
i
to Congress H. B. Fer- gusson of Albuquerque was a visitor
in the capital this afternoon.
Miss Edna Lutz, daughter of Mr.
,and Mrs. H. S. Lutz, who 'has been
hnu
...... in ...uiinux-HJUVVisiting friends
UUW
j
..i 4 lllllniiermio
j returned home.
Mrs. Spitz and daughters, May and
Florence, have returned home from a
sojourn on the Pacific coast in Soutn- ern California.
Superintendent of Public Instruc- tion James E. Clark left this afternoon
for Hillsboro, Sierra county, to attend

j

;

ACCOUNT
BANK
MO
one of your ancestors had banked
YEARS
If

!

200

AGO

only.

?

2.00

1

dollars

at 5 per cent compound Interest and you had that $200 and the interest,
each dollar bill were a link in a chain, that chain would reach from New
York to Saa Francisco .
Money grows In our bank if you will let it.
Make OUR Bank YOUR Bank.
We pay liberal interest consistent with safety.

UNITED STATES BANK
INSURANCE

&

SURETY BONDS

the teachers' institute.
Territorial Engineer Vernon

WE HAVE SOME EXCELLENT BARGAINS IN BOTH
IMPROVED AND - UNIMPROVED RESIDENCE AND

BUSINESS PROPERTY,

our attractive list before buying.

WATSON

C- -

COM PA IVY

&

Santa Fe, New Mexico
119 San Franciscv

For fell particulars call on or
add ess the above company

St.

held the QUA-

policy of some houses to
slight the quality of their
paint, and adulterate them
in order to hold to a lower
price. WE DO NOT DO
THIS. Our Paints have the
same standard of QUALITY
that has won them their
everlasting reputation.

J

j
i
(

j
i

SEWALL'S READY MIX-EHOUSE PAINTS, and
SUNSHINE FINISHES are,
superior to all for LASTING
DURABILITY, and PERFECT ECONOMY.
ft

L. Sul-

livan has gone to the lower Pecos val
ley to look after good roads matters in j
Eddy and Chaves counties.
C. R. Galbraith of Franklin, Pa.,
having extensive mining interests at
Cerrillos and Magdalena in this Ter
ritory, is in town on legal business.
Frank Bocd, the Espanola merchant!
"
was an arrival last evening.
E.
e
Ven-thThoroughman also came down from constitutional convention; John
metropolis of the Espanola valley, j able, M. L. Stein, I. A. Blair, former
Register of the Land Office Manuel County Treasurer Frank A. Hubbell,
R. Otero has returned from a two W. A. Barry, M. P. Kelly and H. B.
weeks' vacation spent with his daugh-- Hening, secretary of the New Mexico
tef, Mrs. Solomon Luna at Long Bureau of Immigration.
Beach, California.
Hon. E. A. Miera of Cuba, X. M., is
M. W. Travis has gone to Ojo Cal-int- being urged to go to Union, Mora and
Hot Springs for a few weeks on Guadalupe counties, to address a numaccount of his health. It is hoped that ber of mass meetings in that part of
the waters and the rest will restore the territory before election. He is
not only popular but also an eloquent
him to his usual good health.
Ernest Knaebel, a special attorney orator and a fine campaigner.
for the government, is here from
Washington, D. C. He is accompanied BEAUTIFUL WEDDING AT
CHURCH OF HOLY FAITH.
by T. J. Butler, of Washington, D. C.
Knaebel is a former Santa Fe boy.
Dr. G. Standley Small, recently of Miss Hope Wiley, One of Santa Fe's
Most Charming Girs, is
Pittsburg, and now of this city, has
the Bride.
taken the office at 117 Palace avenue
Santa Feans were much interested
formerly occupied by Drs. J. A. and
ceremony
R. H. Miller who have moved to the in the beautiful wedding
which took place this morning at the
Miller residence.
J. Hendricks, Gener- Church of the Holy Faith where Miss
al Superintendent R. J. Parker, Gener- Hope Wiley, one of the most attracal Manager of Western Lines Kouns, tive and popular girls of the younger
Division Superintendent J. M. Kurn, set, became tlhe bride of Attorney Leo
The wedding cereof the Santa system, passed Lamy yes- C. Van Hecke.
was performed by the Rev. F.
mony
on
their way south.
terday
r. Pratt.
The bride wore a travel
Messrs. P. M. Lienau, Carl A. Bishhat and gloves toj
with
gown,
ing
reop, F. J. McGibbon and C. H. Neal
match. The bridesmaid was Miss
turned yesterday from a trip over the
Bean and the best man was
Knox Trail to Winson's on the upper Virginia
brother of the bride.
Frank
Wiley,
Pecos. They returned over the Indian
After the wedding ceremony Mr.
Creek Trail in six and a half hours. and Mrs. Van Hecke were driven to
Dr. C. F. Lummis, Miss Lummis and the home of the bride's father on
Master Lummis of Los Angeles; Hon. Buena Vista
Heights and there a
Frank Springer of Las Vegas; Dr. wedding breakfast
was served. The
Edgar L. Hewett and the Misses bridal couple left this morning on the
Kaune will return this evening to Denver and Rio Grande for Farming-ton- ,
Santa Fe from the Rito de los
San Juan county,
where the
has purchased and furbridegroom
Former Territorial Treasurer Sam nished a home. He will
practice law
uel Eldodt of Chamita and who has there.
been selected as a candidate for dele-b- e
Many friends of the young couple
gate to the constitutional convention surrounded the carriage as it started
from Rio Arriba county, is at the ' for the
depot and showered the
Palace. He is accompanied by his son.
couple with confetti.
Mr. Van Hecke came to Santa Fe
Attorney W. A. Hawkins of Alamo-gordcounsel for the El Paso and about a year ago from Fort Sumner
Southwestern Railway Company, is in and has studied law in the office of
Santa Fe to consult with U. S. Dis- Colonel George W. Prichard who totrict Attorney David J. Leahy and day paid him a Ihigh tribute for his
Special U. S. Attorney Ernest Knae- ability, and character and ambitions.
bel, in reference to the timber lands
"It would have been a great pleasin the Sacramento mountains involv- ure to have had Mr. Van Hecke coned in litigation.
tinue here, practicing law, but he
Percy Palmer, the well known phar- thought it best to build up a practice
macist at Fischer's, has returned from in' Farmington and I have no doubt
a month's vacation spent in the salt that he will win instant recognition
breezes of Saltair near Salt Lake City, for he has the education and qualities
in the capital of Colorado, and around that make a splendid lawyer."
Mr. Palmer de
Glenwood Springs.
clared he. had a delightful time and
Weak women should read my "Book
the stories of tlhe intense heat in Colo- - j x0. 4 for Women." 0 It tells of Dr.
rado and Utah seemed to him to be j Shoop's Night Cure. Tells how these
somewhat exaggerated
soothing, healing, antiseptic suppositories, bring quick and certain help,
Quite a large delegation of
is in town, among them The Book is free. Address Dr. Shoop,
Attorneys A. B. McMillan, Francis E. Racine, Ws. Sold by The Capital
Wood who will be a delegate to the Pharmacy.

& SUPPLY CO.

SAN A FE HARDWARE

'Houses and Furnished Rooms for Rent.

O

i

:

REAL ESTATE

See

At the present time when
the price of linseed oil is so
abnormally high, it is the

j

,

TRUST CO.

QUALITY for

are based on the SURPRASSING
QUALITY of our goods and are as low
as GOOD QUALITY will permit.

i

A LiTTLE- ZfN&AtSYwZA

selling policy of

to the highest
standards of perfection. Our prices

j

--

1

is

t

Pbone. Bed Eo. 189

GENTLEMEN!

ATTENTION

1

FRUIT JARS

FRUIT JARS

o

Exceptional Bargains at the dozen
$1.00 $1.25 and $150
WILSON RANGES AT COST
J&
j&
j? J& j
-- HOUSK
- FURNITUREOSTKRMOOR

MATTRRSSK8

TKNT OOTS
Akers-Wagne-

FURNISHING.

Furniture Co.

r

EXPERT EMBALMERS

&

FUNERAL

the discriminating lapiej of city
have long since learned to come to us
tor new snappy shoes, for a while, we
want to direct our attention to the
thi--

DIRECTORS.

MEN,
WE CAN SATISFY YOU AS WELL

LADIES.
NEW LINE OF EVERYDAY
CEIVED.

NoBETTER VALUES To

BE

SHoESJUST

$2.50

AND

RE-

HAD ANYWHERE

PRICES TO SELL IN A HURRY AT

Vice-Preside- nt

Room For Improvement

AS THE

$2.25,

$3,00.

SPLENDID VALUES IN OLD MENS SOFT AND
CHEAP AT $5.00,
COMFORTABLE SHOES.
OUR PRICE $4.00.
BEST GRADE HEAVY SHOES, FOR MOUNTAIN CLIMBING OR HUNTING, NEVER WEAR
OUT. $4. 00.

Fri-jole-

THE
scarcely exists where the room has
been built with our Lumber. Every
architect and builder gives us credit
far keeping the finest selection of
Lrmber in the neighborhood. It is all
good, well seasoned timber, too, and
free from warpings and imperfections.
Wo have it ready for instant use and
ior every purpose, and tlhe prices are
satisfactory to all buyers.

Charles W. Dudrow

FRESH EGGS
CREAM

&

MOST SKILLFUL

NURSE

or the most famous physician will
of no avail if the medicine ordered
is not exactly as it should be.
THE DRUGGIST
MUST WORK

THE CAPITAL

PHARMACY
Stripling-Burrow-

s

& Co.

MILK
The
Dads

If you are in need of anytllng, try
a New Mexican Want Ad.

SHOES MADE AT

New M'exica..
has on hand a

Printing
large supply of
and tablets suitable for school
Com-jan-

work, the desk, and also for lawyens
uid merchants: goori everywhere. Wc
will sell them at 5 cents in book form.

AT

$4,25,

W. N. T0WNSEND & CO.

.

Albu-querquea-

$4.50.

DIAMOND SPECIAL VICIj KID, SNAPPY,
DRESSY, NEAT AND COMFORTABLE, WORTH
A FIVE DOLLAR NOTE OF ANY MANS MONEY

CLARENDON
GARDEN

!

Telephone Mo 14tt Red
MRS. OTTO RETSCH.

CORK

POLICE SHOES,

soles, most lasting and comfortable

o,

in perfect harmony with the doctor
and Ihe has an equal responsibility.
We compound prescriptions with absolute accuracy and
faithfulness.
Have yours put up here so as to be
absolutely sure they are right.

Successors to

DIAMOND SPECIAL

R, V. BOYLE Mgr.
CLSREhDON
j

5

PANSY PLANTS NOW.

CUT FLOWERS, WEDDING
BOUQUETS, and FUNERAL

DESIGNS.

POULTRY YARD- S-

jEkSSIL

Pure bred barred Plymouth Rocks and White A'yandottes. Chickens
are yarded in the orchard under the trees and fed oil clean wholesome food
only. No chance of Tuberculosis germs nor Ptomaine poisoning, fT
EGGS FOR HATCHING.
.

p MMTW'rWMIIMf BMMB1
mmassan

i

anci

Service

Hour
.

WIRE UP THOSE DARK PLACES

we ae Agents

for Electric Irons, Broilers,
Cleaners and Wash Tubs.

Santa Fe Water

AND

Oaii

and See
them in

Light Company

elation
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St, Louis Rock

HOTEL ARRIVALS

k
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TUESDAY, AUGUST, 30, 1910.

Every wompn's
drills at the
and pratfl;:v; of a baby, and
motherhood is her highest and purest
joy. Yet the suffering incident to
this great consummation of her life's
desire, robs the anticipation of some
of its sweetness. Most of this can
be avoided by the use of Mother's
Friend. This great remedy prepares the expectant mother's system for the coming event, and i:s use makes her comfortable during all the term. Mother's
Friend assists nature in gradually expanding all tissues, muscles and tendons, it
strengthens the ligaments, keeps the breasts in good condition, and brings the
woman to the crisis in healthful physical condition. The regular use of
motner s x nena lessens the pain
when baby comes, and assures a
quick and natural recovery for the
mother. For sale at drug stores.
Write for free book for expectant

MEXICO WILL HAVE DELEGATES
AT TRANSMISSISSIPPI CONGRESS.

cooing

Palace.
San Antonio, Texas, Aug.
David Griffith, Washington, D. C;
Diaz, in behalf of the Mexican
H. O. Bursum, Socorro; W. A. Barry,
federal government, has appointed
M. P. Kelly, H. B. Hening, AlbuquerEnrique Ornelas, Mexican consul in
que; Samuel Eldodt and son, Cnamita;
this city, to represent the republic at
E. S. Waddels, St. Joseph, Mo.; G. E.
the
Commercial
Hubbell, Davenport, la.; Frank A.
Congress to be held fcjere next NoHubbell, Albuquerque; J. T. Llndsey,
vember. Mexico will jie represented
St. Louis; Ernest Knaebel, T. I. But1910
also by delegations from the various
In
1st
March
effect
(Read Down)
(Head Up)
D. C.; Frank Bond,
ler,
Washington,
states, a large number of them having
19
21
n Miles
SsTATION'8
2
20
22
Espanola; M. Boyle, Clovis; F. A.
already accepted invitations.
777.
7!
(j
7 30
Lv.. Des Moines. N. M...Ar
5 00
Wood, A. B. McMillen, John Venable,
f 8 20
16
f 4 15
Capulln
20
i 8 35
11. L. Btein, I. A. Blair, San Franf 4 05
Vigil
The Artega Twins, the Wonderful
f 8 50
25
f 3 45
Thompson
cisco; Leotta Thompson, Las Animas, mothers.
f 9 10
31
contortionists at the Adobe Grand tof 3 25
Ounninsiliara
35
9
42
Colo.
Ar.Qllfton House N. M .. I,y .... .... 2 65
night. Don't miss it.
BEADFIELD EEGTJLATOR CO.,
2 30
3 55
0
Lv
Ari 12 00
10 00
Raton, N. M
Claire.
2 50
4 12
7
M..Lvl
Ar. Clifton House. N.
U 37
9 40
Ga.
Atlanta,
R. E. McKinley, Morgantown, W.
77T7
4 12
42
Lv..01ifton House N' M.Arj 11 37
4 30
48
11 20
SPreston
Va.; C. It. Galbraith, Franklin, Pa.;
FRATERNAL SOCIETIES.
55
fc KoehierJunetion j
;;;;;; ;; ;;;;;;;;;; E. F. House, Alamosa, Colo.
merce corporations, in favor of a bu- Townsend & Co., $5; "Winter Grocery
2
5 00
Koehler
1
Gregg's,
10JL
reau of health, in favor of a proper Co., $5; Wood-Davi- s
MASONIC.
Hdw. Co., $10;
77.
68
50
10 10 7.
liOolfax
E.
B.
B.
J.
St.
Louis;
limitation of the power of equitable in- New Mexican Printing Co., ?5; Win.
Bargerm,
6 08
76
Oerrososo
9 42
11
6 35
82
Ar
9 25 ....
Lv
Cimarron
Rusk, Chama; George Curry, Tula- - junction, and who are in favor of Gregg, $5; A. J. Fischer, $10; Strip
Montezuma Lodge No
00
82
8 55
Lv
Ar
Cimarron
rosa; J. Frank Smith, Mrs. F. W. measures to promote the merchant ling Burrows Co., $12; Salado Son
H 08
86
f i 47
Nash
1, A. F. & A. M. Regt7 18
88
f8 37
Harlan
San marine engaged in foreign service, to Stock Co.,' $5; H. P.
D. Goldbaum,
9 Smith, Bayard;
ular communications
35
Bardshar, $5;
94
Ar
Ute Park, N. M.. .Lv 8 20
Francisco.
vote for the Republican candidates for David L. Lowitzki, $5; Fritz Muller,
first Monday of eacl
Coronado.
Congress in order that their wish for $10; ,A. B. Renehan, $10; B. C. Abmonth a Masonic ha.!
lOonneetswith E. P. & S. W. Ry, train No.124 arriving In Dawson, N, M. av6:15 p. in,
Connects with K.P.&S, W. Ry, train No. 123 leaving Dawson N, M. at 9:55a. m.
Roman Atencio, Tomas Archuleta, all this progressive legislation may be bott, $5; Fred Fornoff, $5; Santa Fe
at
7.30
in.
SStane for Van Houteti N, M, meets trains at Preston N. M.
Water and Light Co., $25; R. H.
C. A. S. Passenger trains arrive and depart from DeMolnes as follow:
Dixon; T. Lopez, Ruben Sanchez, gratified.
H. H. DORMAN,
SOUTH BOUND
NORTHBOUND:
Push Those Clouds Away.
Pablo Lopez, Antonito, Colo.; K. M.
Hanna, $5; I rank Owen $5; W. G.
Acting Master.
No. 1. 4.48 a. m,
No, 8. 10.44 a. m.l
"In closing, it may not be inappro-- Dorment, $5; M. P. Davies,. $5; F. C. ALAN R. McCORD,
No. 7.649 p.m.
Nugent, Venus; E. Thoroughman, Es-- j
No, 2. 11.11 p, m.;
Secretary.
Track connection with A. T. A. S. F. Ry.at Raton and Preston with O, & S. Ry. at
panola; Ella Simpson, Los Cerrillos; priate for me to invite your attention, Wilson, $10; E. C. Burke, $2; Santa Fe
Des Moines K P, S. W. Ry. at Colfax, N M, and Cimarron fc Northwestern at
j A.
and that of all those engaged in advo- Harware & Supply Co., $5; F. W.
H. Gantenfein, San Pedro.
Cimarron, N. M. which is depot or following station Ocate, Miami, Rayado
Santa Fe Chapter No. 1,
'
and Red Lakes, N. M.
R. A. M.
cating the Republican cause in the Shearon, $5; J. E. Clark, $2.
Regular con
Ute Park. N. M. is depot for the following stations in N. M. Arroyo Seco, Aurora,
vocation second Monday of
Baldy Black Lakes, Oerro, Klizabethtown. Lobo, Questa, Ranchos de Taos, Red
coming election, to the fact that it is
TAFT
PRESIDENT
in
above
as
The
set
out
the
money
Taos
River City, Talpa,
and Twining.
each month at Masonic
TO TH1 PEOPLE. of the utmost importance to make this paper was collected for the purpose of
Daily. fFlag, t Daily except Sunday
a campaign of education as to facts
Hall at 7:30 p. m.
in the National
E. J. DEDMAN,
a
F. M. WILLIAMS,
J. VAN HOUTEN,
gymnasium
putting
to clear away the clouds of mis- Guard
and
S. G. CARTWRIGHT, H. P.
on
acount
of
From
V. P. & G. M.,
G. P. Agent,
Page Three.)
Armory, but,
(Continued
Superintendent,
that have obscured the lack of interest and dissatisfaction on ARTHUR SELIGMAN, Secretary.
representation
f
N.
Raton, N. M
N.
Raton,
M,
Raton,
real issues and have it difficult to se the
part of some of the members of
control to prevent a monopoly in their cure for the
Santa Fe Commandeiy No.
Republican majorities in the Santa Fe Athletic Club, same was
to
j
secure the public against
use, and
1, K. T. Regular conclava
Congress the real credit due them discontinued,
of
a
balance
leaving
extortion for coal, oil, gas, phosphate from
fourth Monday in each
tremendous
for
the
the
country
money in the hands of the treasurer.
or water power on the one hand, and
month
at Masonic Hall at
task
have
accomplished.
they
The total amount of money as colyet may give to private acpital suffi7:30 p. m.
"If this is brought clearly home to
a
was
cient inducement to bring about
J. A. MASSIE, E. C.
all voters and especially to the young lected by the committee, which
normal development of the wealth men now
appointed by the club, of two mem- W. E. GRIFFIN, Recorder.
and
first
for
the
time,
voting
contained in these lands, to aid in the
bers, Edward L. Safford and Elmer W.
they become impressed, as they ought
Neither
to put in
of
the
country.
Santa Fe Lodge of Perfection No. 1
building up
to be by this record, with the dif- Marsh, to raise the money
sum of $334 14th degree. Ancient and Accepted
The
the Democrats of the House nor the ference in
this
gymnasium.
efficiency
the
governmental
From Santa Fe to EI Paso, Bisbee,
Democrats of the Senate, as a body,
was subscribed on the subscription Scottish Rite of Free Masonry meet
and capacity of the Republican and
although their platform formally de- Democratic parties, they will enroll paper. Of this amount the sum of on the third Monday of each month
Douglas and all Points in New
clared in favor of conservation, have
Safford. The re- at 7:30 o'clock in the evening in
Mexico, Arizona, Mexico and to the
themselves with the party of construe $229 was collected by
taken any active part or can be counton
the
money
subscription pa- Masonic Hall, south side of Plaza.
maining
tion and progress, rather than the
Pacific Coast, via NEW MEXICO
as the club, at Visiting Scottish Rite Masons are corwas
not
ed upon to assist materially in the socollected,
per
and
party of obstruction and negation,
CENTRAL to Torrance, Thence
lution of these complicated questions."
The said dially invited to attend.
time
that
had
disorganized.
the resulting legislation of the
JOHN W. MAYES, 32.
over
was
sum
turned
of
$229
Improvement of waterways is deby Saf-- j
their
vindicate
Congress will
Venerable Master.
ford to Elmer W. Marsh, the duly
clared to be a subject of pressing im- choice.
of the club, as shown HENRY F. STEPHENS, 32.
treasurer
portance, the President giving his
acting
"Sincerely yours,
Secretary.
by his statement.
plans, already known for dealing with
"WM. H. TAFT."
the question.
statement
the
of
a
The
Chairis
following
"Hon. William B. McKinley,
B. P. O. C.
Pledges Redeemed.
1133 expenditures of the club and money
man Congressional Committee,
AriMexico
New
Santa
and
No. 460, B. P. O. E,
Statehod for
Fe
Lodge
on
hand:
New York City."
holds its regular session on the seczona and publicity of campaign funds Broadway,
Money subscribed on subscrip- are also mentioned as pledges redeem
tion paper
$334.00 ond and fourth Wednesday of each
When the Stomach, Heart, or Kid
For Rites and full information address
month. Visiting brothers are invited
ed.
on
said
collected
amount
Total
or
these
A. J. FISCHER,
and welcome.
The President refers to the appro- ney nerves get weak, then
229.00
paper
fail. Don't drug the
FOX,
J. D. SENA, .
Exalted Ruler.
priation made to investigate methods gans always
39.50
. .
.
dues
for
collected
Amount
or
Stomach nor stimulate the Heart
to
reduce
Secretary.
expenditures
governmental
for equipAmount expended
A.
Kidneys. That is simply a make-shif- t.
and says:
119.50
ment of club rooms, etc
to
El Paso Texas.
Druggists
known
Get
a
prescription
"I am confident that if full opporKnights of Pythias.
. 148.60
on
in
now
Balance
hand
bank
Restoraas
Dr, Shoop's
Santa
Fe
tunity is given and a Republican Con- everywhere
Lodge No. 2, Knights of
ex(Signed)
tive. The Restorative is prepared
gress is elected to assist the cutting
Pythias.
meeting 1st and 3d
Regular
ELMER W. MARSH,
inside nerves.
clown of the national expenditures by pressly for these weak
in month at 8 o'clock in I.
Tuesdays
Club.
Athletic
Fe
Treasurer
Santa
build them
O. O. F. hall, San Francisco St. Visitthe adoption of modern economic Strengthen these nerves,
tabmethods in doing business, the gov-- , up with Dr. Shoop's Restorative
ing Knight's invited to attend.
ow quickly
see
AUGUST REINGARDT, C. C.
eminent will reach a point of saving lets or liquid and
IN NEW
JOHN K. STAUFFER. K. R. S
help will come. Sold by The Capital
of many millions."
'
As to future legislation, the Presi-- : Pharmacy.
POLITICAL PASTURES
dent says a number of promises re-- ,
WOOBY'S HACK
main to be kept. He alludes to the 20 YEARS AGO TODAY
The Democrats of Valencia county
provisions to regulate the issue of From the New Mexican of this date
Prom
stocks and bonds by interstate railhave nominated the following ticket:
1890.
Democratthe
IJ. W. Beardsley, of Belen; Jose
roads, to which he says,
BARRANCA TO TAOS
its
ic minority in the Senate gave
"Were New Mexico a State."
Chaves, of Valencia, and R. G. Mar-mo- Meets Both
North South
solid opposition on the ground that the
of Laguna.
Were this the state of New Mexico
Bounds Trains.
central government has no power to and had this state two United States
VIA
make and enforce such regulations.
Senators and a member of Congress
Leaves Barranca on the arrival ot
Agua Fria was the scene of a big
"In addition," he continues, "there to represent her interests in Washingthe
north bound train and arrives at
last
The
night.
is the promised procedure to deter-- i ton, the headquarters of the depart- Republican rally
Taos at 7 p. m.
were
F.
Benjamin
speakers
Pankey,
mine how preliminary injunction shall ment of Arizona would have been es- Jose D.
Ten miles shorter than any other
Sena, Thomas B. Catron, ColIssue without notice and when. In sub- tablished here on September 1. As onel
W. Prlchard, Celso Lopez way. Good covered hack and good
George
stitution for this the Democratic plat- it is, there is great danger that this and George W. Armijo. Sheriff Clos-so- teams.
to- form proposes an amendment to the boon will be lost to this city and to
and County Commissioner
I.
Tiling- d.cxa.eto Maka Faa
existing law which would create a New Mexico, although it is universal- Sparks were also present. EnthusbeComfortatle.
established
workmen
Eenger
ly acknowledged and
privileged class of lawless
iasm ran ihigh and all of the candiand would seriously impair the power yond cavil or contradiction, that this dates for delegates to the constituTrip
all
necessary require- tional convention
of the courts of equity to do justice, city possesses
expressed satisfac!
Liberal Limits and Stopovers
j
a
to
pro-ments,
measure
strategic
splendid
is
namely
the
there
"Then
tion at the success of the meeting.
CHEAP ROUND TRIP
mote the merchant marine engaged in position, railroad and telegraph comof New
foreign service, to which in previous munication with all parts
Republican orators of Santa Fe
the Democratic party has Mexico, Arizona, Colorado and the
RATES
' Congresses
TICKETS AND RESERVATIONS AT
will put in a busy day today.
healthiest
the
county
has
Mexico
solid
frontier;
almost
an
with
always opposed
-- VCITY OFFICE IN
noon
in
Sheriff
At
Closson's
Amerileft
North
of
climate
the
best
they
and
front. This measure forbidding the
TO ALL POINTS VIA
air and pure wa- motor car for Clenega, and thence will
can
acquisition of stocks by one railway ter. continent, pure
visit
San
and
Pedro
has
Cerrillos,
Madrid,
the
government
Moreover,
company In a competing line and
Golden. Another party went to Lamy
interests here.
there are also those bills, already re- large property
and
citithence will go to Galisteo and
to
the
lesson
be
a
should
This
Or Union Depot.
ferred to, to secure further safety apzens of this city and county. The citi- Stanley. They will wind up the tour
establish
to
and
pliances on railways
Effective June 2nd. 1910
zen or property owner of Santa Fe of the Territory Friday and on Satura basis for workmen's compensation.
in
will
back
to
be
Santa
hold
Fe
and
statehood
the
day
votes
who
against
"There is also the promise of the
$74.05
constitution at the bidding of a few a rousing meeting at the court house. ATLANTIC CITY
who hate Santa The need of legislation that will prosorehead
politicians
of
health
ASBURY
PARK
the
$73.70
provision for securing
who injure this city and county at tect the people, regardless of lanthe nation. The most tangible and use- Fe,
or
Santheir
who
guage,
creed,
slander
possesworldly
BOSTON
every opportunity;
$77.95
ful form that this can take would be ta
Fe, who tell people to keep away sions, were particularly dwelt upon by
the establishment of a national bu- from
here, who would move the cap- the different orators sent out by Re- CHICAGO
$50.35
reau of health to include all the health ital from here if
they could, who lie publican headquarters.
disnow
of
the
DETROIT
government
agencies
$60.35
about tlhe people of the capital city
tributed in different departments.
hurts himself, his "Between today and the election HOT SPRINGS
simply
constantly,
$44.60
"Finally there is the Appalachian property interests and the advance- i every precinct in the county will be
AND
forest reservice bill, which passed the ment and growth of this city.
visited by Republican orators, who KANSAS CITY
$35.35
House by a Republican majority, is
That is the situation and nothing will explain to the voters the Importwill
on the calendar of the Senate and
ST
LOUIS
else can be made of it.
ance of voting for men who will put
$44.35
probably pass at the coming session
into the constitution of the new state
NEW YORK
of this Congress.
The term of the district court that the principles advocated
$75.15
by the Re- 3-- 8
"In view of what the present Repub- has just closed has been one of very
1910
r
fifty-fouAs
there are
publican party.
12 Hour
lican Congress has done in the fulfill arduous labor on the part of the terprecincts In the county and a large
of
in
view
and
ment
of
its
R.
promises
ritorial attorney for this county,
DAYLIGHT TRAINS
A SOLID WEEK OP RECREATION AND AMUSEMENT
amount of territory to be covered,
the standard that it has set in respect E. Twitdhell. He has worked hard, the
will
be
Republicans
AND
HIGH CLASS HARNESS
mighty busy
RUNNING RACES
BETWEEN
to the sacredness of party pledges, I faithfully, energetically, and he has
the coming week. Secundino
BASE BALL TOURNAMENT
have no hesitation In urging all who worked
His natural during
successfully.
and other memRomero,
are in favor of the periormance of the alertness and keen perception stood bers of chairman,
GRAND MILITARY DISPLAY
the
central
county
committee,
&
remaining pledges, who are in favor him in good stead and enabled him to have
FIRST ANNUAL DOG SHOW
arranged schedules on which the
of progress, in favor of practical con- do the people of the territory and of
will
travel. Charles A.
speakers
GRAND RESOURCES EXPOSITION
servation, in favor of economy in gov- this county excellent iservice.
Spiess, C. W. G. Ward, D. J. Leahy,
Train Leaves Santa Fe 7:30
the
of
favor
in
regulaernment,
EYERY SPECIES OF NEW AND INSTRUCTIVE
just
S. B. Davis, Jr., Herbert W. Clark,
NOTICE.
tion of railways and of interstate com
Margarito Romero, John Florence, A.
a. m. Daily.
AMUSEMENT WILL BE PROVIDED
A. Sena, Benigno Martinez and sevWe, the undersigned, do hereby sub- eral others are
Included in the list For information regarding freight
THE C. W PARKER AMUSEMENT COMPANY will fur-nis- h
scribe the amounts set opposite our
of
Lag
speakers."
Vegas Optic.
IB wteresvea aim tuonlri know
and passenger rates etc. ca I
names, for the purpose of supplying the
tbe down town night attractions, Fourteen high-clas- s
about the wonderful
with
Club
Athletic
Fe
Santa
necessary
tMARVELWhirlingSpray
shows and sensational free acts.
at city office, Laughlin Block
I Tin new Vaeiniil
Kjrlnirc. - equipment:
Best lloBtconvenIt cleanses
John
R.
McFie,
George Curry, $20;
REDUCED RATES ON ALL RAILROADS
nanuy.
or Phone 145.
$25; Nathan Jaffa, $20; R. J. Palen,
Ark wtmr dmmrifit forit.
Write the Secretary fo- - premium lists or other information!
A.
L.
If ha cannot buddit theno
A.
N.
Hughes,
$20;
Perry, $20;
MARVEL, accept
JOHN B. McMANUS
$10; Fred Muller, $10; N. Salmon.
J. R. ffRIELLY,
L. H. GIBSON,
President.
Secretary.
$10; Seligman Bros Co., $10; Jno. W.
SSL
ft.
Sf.WcJMIIIIIIIflHB TTii
Draggwttl
March, $10; F. Andrews, $5; W. N.
44 Eaat 88d Street, JiKW YORK.

Pacific

Railway

a

Company.

If PASSENGER SCHEDULE

Trans-Mississip-

115

".

j
j

1

j

ASK FOR TICKETS

SHIP YOUR FREIGHT

sixty-secon-

El Paso

k

Southwestern

The Best Route

d

System

East or West

I

.

EUGENE A.
G.F.&P.

j

i

DO'S

SUMMER

LINE

f

TOURIST RATES

pior;RAND&

j

I

n

ALL POINTS EAST & WEST

FARE

j

X&o-a.3a.-

$5.00

j

NEW MEXICAN BLDfi.

!

j

Set

Mexico Cantnd

I

THE FIRST STATE

FA

GRAND STATEHOOD CELEBRATION

ALBUQUERQUE

OCT.

Santa Fb

El Paso

j

Every Yferaa

VSS!JtfIEft.i

City

Frt& Pass. A?t.

TUESDAY, AUGUST,

30,

THE SANTA FE NEW MEXICANS SANTA FE, N. M.

1910.

Arizona Xcr what they did in the way
of disfranchising Spanish-AmericanA. L. MORRISON.

PACE SEVEN.
Notice For Publication.
Department of the Interior,
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
August 15, 1910.
.Forest Reserve. 03S57 Not Coal..
Notice is hereby given that Emery
'C. Arnold, of Pecos, N. M., who on
August 26, 1904, made homestead entry (Serial 03857), No. S044, for SE.
NW.
E
SW.
NW.
Section 11, Township 17 N.,
iSW.
Range 12 E., N. M. P. Meridian, has
filed notice of intention to make final
five year proof, to establish claim to
the land above described, before Register and Receiver, at Santa Fe, N. M.,
on the 13th day of October, 1910.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Charles Closson, Santa Fe, N. M.;
Simeon Vivash, Romulo Lopez, Martin, all of Pecos, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Register.
j
j

OF THE GOVER"I find Cascarets so good that I would
NORS.
not be without them. I was troubled a
"In my time," it was not the "Old great deal with torpid liver and headache.
Now since taking Cascarets Candy CatharPalace" but always, with all people tic I feel very
much better. I shall ceror "The Pal- tainly recommend them to my friends as
the 'Governor's
the best medicine I have ever seen."
ace of the Governors"
according to
Anna Bazinet,
choppy English or stately Castilian.
Osborn Mill No. 2, Fall River, Mass.
While all the big doin's oi the Arch- j
Peasant, Palatable. Potent. Taste Good.
aeological and the blessed Woman's
Do Good. Never Sicken, Weaken or Gripe.
10c, 25c. 50c. Never sold in bulk. The genuBoard of Trade and the auxiliaries
ine tablet stamped C C C. Guaranteed to
and all the rest of home loving Santa
926
cure or your money back.
Fe are making history and epochs and
things may 1, in my pride as "an old
timer" suggest that "the Old Palact:" I.oretto and their 'young ladies;"
to differen- farther away where St. Joseph beammeans nothing, unless
between
the dignified, ancient ed in gentle toleration at the surreptiate
adobe and the pert three story frame titious antics of the Brothers' "Boys"
were well worth crossing oceans and
tavern over the way.
a continent to see. General Sherman
The United States flag had floated said to me one
after vespers
over the plaza in front of "the Gover- and benediction: evening
"It has been many
nor's Palace" less than twenty years years since I was last in Santa Fe,
when my four tired mules, creaking not since
came here,
ambulance and dusty escort deposited and it doesBishop Lamy
to see the church
ine
good
funie and much impedimenta at my
so unchanged. It should be preserved
ture home the headquarters of the as it is, for it is the
grandest monudistrict.. A gorgeous New Mexico sun- ment to Catholicism that
this whole
set was painting the western sky; the United States holds."
buglers were sounding "retreat;" the
Sherman wasn't a Catholic but his
garrison band was lined up on the wife was
so, by proxy, he was, but he
and
stars
the
stripes
parade ground;
was
a
minded, reverent man
simple
the
and
were slowly being lowered
boom of an archaic cannon echoed and the romance, the mysterious
clear voiced boys singand
among the hills after silences, the
Ave Maria deeply touched
their
ing
and
of
breaking
many days
pitching
his religious soul. The altar piece, the
camp on the long trail from Fort
time dimmed
Leavenworth I was landed in my ancient vestments, the
statof
the
priceless
saints;
paintings
marchstrange, new home. The band
of
Rose
uette
the
of
"The
Lima;
ed through the great portal, that gave
were
of
the
crypts
conquistadores
entrance and exit to the Washington
a few years ago but safely
avenue side of Fort Marcy, down the all there
behind the new walls of the
hid
away
General
street to headquarters where
new Cathedral.
come
forth
staff
his
all
and
Carlton
Some day Santa Fe is going to
and welcomed the new "staff lady"
wake
all
was
very
up this is a prophecy so don't
new
It
and the
baby.
it and more than moan over
"staff
to
lady"
forget
the
and
queer
quaint
her
of
lost
and
antiquities. Some day, her
pomp
fresh from the glitter
Governor's Islnad and Fort Leaven- people will wish that the pioneers
worth where "army women" were and ancestors and progressive ladies
tolerated but not welcomed with band and gentlemen had left to posterity all
concerts by any means. District head- they had to leave of genuine worth
quarters was the forlorn old adobe of the past.
Dear, blessed Bishop Lamy, acted
today but then, the most imposing
house in the pueblo known then as according to his belief but he razed
"The Judge Joab Houghton Casa" a landmark of history which nothing
but later as the "Lehman Spiegelberg can ever replace and the "Mayor"
House." In the south end General when he led the fight on the portals
Carleton had his quarters, in the was destroying the resting places of
center were the officers and in the Kearny and his army and giving nothnorth end I lost myself in four enor- ing in return.
mous rooms, the fifth being occupied
There are some houses still stand-in- "
A few
staff.
of
the
Merritt
which were there when the
by Captain
years ago the great mantle over the "Army of Occupation" camped in the
the plaza, chief among them that of the
deep fireplace was intact, where
"new Princes and of Dona Candelarla
the
to
hoist
wont
was
general
But, if I "string out" on any
baby" and induce his magnificent
setter "major" to jump up beside him. more "recollections" the New MexEven in that early day "Carl" Brown, ican's waste basket will catch me. vf
first photographer, these two houses, and others, I hope
New Mexico's
tried to catch an interior with major to have somewhat to say some other
day. In the meantime let's all forget
and the infant but failed.
Over the way in the Palace of the "The Old Palace" and go back a hunGovernors was Governor Mitchell, his dred or two years to the stately "Palwife and little son. The general ap- ace of the Governors."
unOLIVE ENNIS HITE.
pearance of the building was not I
when
was
six years ago
like what it
last saw it but the good Lord knows
what all has been done to it since in
the way of "improvements." The front
uneven
portal had an astonishingly
MONEY AND METALS.
lot of boards laid to catch the unwary
New York, Aug. 30. Lead quiet
of
a
was
thing
and the "roof garden"
season. $4.404.50; copper dull, standard spot
beauty and a great joy in its
$12.2512.35; Oct. fl2.3012.32
Most every desert plant grew and silver 52
flowered and died a natural death in
lf?5.
GHAlfM. PORK, LARD AND
the five feet of earth which held the
Wheat
111., Aug. 30.
Sept.
Chicago,
moisture of ordinary down pours but 9999
Dec. 103
call
to
let the cloud bursts we used
Dec. 57
Corn Sept. 59
every heavy rain that wet up things
Dec. 3G
33
Oats
Sept.
inside and ruined carpets and tidies,
"cloud bursts" trickle through. The
Pork Sept. $21.35; Oct. &21.12
inside was really the only place where
Oct.
Lard Sept. $12.10 12.12
outwe had any need for umbrellas;
$12.1012.12
side the continuous line of portals
Oct. $12.05.
Ribs Septt $12.32
protected us and where the friendly
WOOL MARKET
shelter gave on to a vacant lot we just
St. Louis, Aug. 30. Wool steady;
didn't go. The vandalism that seizes 'territorial and western mediums 18
unnr, a nonulace now and then had its 23; fine mediums
1720; fine 1217.
frenzied way in Santa Fe a few years
LIVESTOCK.
ago and took the form of destroyingof
Chicago, Aug. 30. Cattle Receipts
one of the most charming features
Market steady. Beeves $4.90
8,000.
of
the aspiring city the destruction
8.40; Texas steers $3.756; westthe portals. Judge and Mrs. Prince ern steers $4.257.25; stockers and
and the Clancys, who lived next door, feeders $4.106.20; cows and heifers
held out against the blasphemy until $2.606.60; calves $6.509.
The
Market
I expected them to be mobbed.
Receipts 13,000.
Hogs
to me, as strong. Light $8.959.50; mixed $8.55
was,
the
of
portal
passing
old
9.40; heavy $8.459.25; rough $8.45
sad as the demolition of the grand,
monument
a
stood
8.70; good to choice (heavy $8.70
There
paroquia.
In-9.25; pigs $S.759.50; bulk $8.85
to the days of los padres and their
dian converts slaves we call them 9.10.
which would have withnow-- a days
Receipts 25,000. Market
Sheep
stood every thing that nature might strong to ten higher. Native $2.75
one of 4.65; western $2.85 4.65; yearlings
bring but earthquake, It was
the wonders of the southwest, absolu- $4.655.75; lambs native $57.10;
any- western $57.
tely unique and stately beyond can
Kansas City, Aug. 30. Cattle Recentury
twentieth
the
that
thing
7,000, including 200 .southerns.
Lamy
ceipts
Dear
Bishop
put in its place.
Beeves $4.808.40;
dreamed of the day when all his Market steady.
western
steers $4.25
steers
should
$3.C56;
renunciation
years of toil and
ca7.25; stockers and feeders $4.105.-20- ;
have fruition in a massive stone
cows $2.656.65; calves $6.50
sunthedral. One day I stood in the
mut- 9.10.
shine and, amid chanting and the
Market
Receipts 10,000.
Hogs
tered prayers of .thousands of black
to
lightaoincmfwyptaoinffijp$$
strong
robed native men and women, saw
strong. Light $8.959.50; mixed $S.55
him bless and lay the corner stone nd
9.50; heavy $8.459.25; rough $8.40
within my soul I wept that the pride
9.10; good to choice heavy $8.70
of
way
the
to
go
or the fathers was
9.25;
pigs $S.759.50; bulk $8.85
Abo, Quairi, Gran Quivira and Pecos. 9.00.
mean
progress
The cathedral may
Market
Receipts 25,000.
Sheep
but the paroquia meant the. sweat and strong to ten higher. Native $2.70
time.
a
blood and zeal of
4.60; western $2.864.65;
yearlings
With its old saints; its old altar piece! $4.6o5.75; lambs native $5.107.10.
its old music box and tiny reed organ;
its unmutilated Lady of Victory; its
Served as coffee, the new coffee suband
mouldy odor of dead and gone,
stitute
known to grocers everywhere
freshly laid away, Dons; its white- as Dr. Shoop's Health Coffee, will
floor
washed walls and unwashed
even a coffee expert. Not a
on trick
sat
men
and
women
knelt
where
of real coffee in it either. Pure
grain
the few rude benches; the stiff,
toasted grains, malt, nuts,
healthful
seats under the benign face etc., have been so cleverly blended as
sat
where
of Our Lady of Victory,
to give a wonderfully satisfying coffee
the Sisters with their orphan charges; taste and flavor. And It Is "made In
over to the right, close by the great a minute," too. No tedious 20 to 30
cross upon which hung the Man of minutes boiling. Sold by Frank
Sorrows, were clustered the nuns of
THE
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HON. THOMAS B. CATRON,
Candidate for Delegate to the Constitutional

Convention.

Hon. Thomas B. Catron, recognized was appointed attorney general of the
as tflie Nestor of the New Mexico Bar, Territory and held that office for three
and a half years. President Grant apand Who is a Republican candidate
pointed bim United States attorney
for delegate to the constitutional con- for New Mexico, and, after holding
vention from Santa Fe county, was that office for six and a half years,
born in Lafayette county, Mo. He he (resigned.
came to New Mexico in 1866, first
Mr. Catron has been in the active
settling in Santa Fe. He shortly af- practice of his profession all over the
terward went to Dona Ana county Territory. He has served several
where he was admitted1 to the Bar. He terms as member of the legislative
was appointed by the governor dis- council and served one term as Ter- trict attorney for the Third Judicial i ritorial delegate to the 54th Con
District and in the fall of 1868 he re- gress. He has resided over forty
turned to Santa Fe as member of the years in this city and his present
legislature from Dona Ana county. home, at 210 Grant avenue, is one of
While in the legislature Mr. Catron the finest residences in the Territory.
to write his name."
It will be seen that tlhe above does
not confine its provisions to state officers and members of the state legislature, as the' enabling act (to which
our Santa Fe Democrats
are so
strongly opposed) does; but extends
to anyone who may seek to be registered previous to voting. Why, I presume said Democrats of Santa Fe
would say that they were opposed to
any such provision. Well, the above
was enacted by the legislature of
Arizona in 1909, it was vetoed twice
and promptly passed over his veto by
the Republican Governor Kibbey, by
s
a
majority of said legislature. That was bad enough but there
was worse still. Tlhe Arizona Democrats desired to incorporate thoseprovisions in the enabling act for that
territorv. and thev wre Arisen
when certain Republicans of Arizona,
to.wit Robert Emmet Morrison,
renz0 Hubbell and Deiegate Cameron
appeared before the Senate commit-ou- t
tee on territories, and made repre-- a
sentations as to the injustice said law
would inflict 0n the great majority of
the Spanish speaking citizens of Ari- zona. But the Democratic legislature
of Arizona, in its anxiety to disfran-prov- e
chase said Spanish-speakincitizens

THE FORUM.
DEMOCRATS SEEK TO DEFEAT
STATEHOOD.
Mr. Editor After providing for the
election and meeting of tflie delegates
to prepare a constitution for the state
of New Mexico, the enabling act provides as follows:
"After organization they shall declare on behalf of the people of said

proposed state that they adopt the
constitution of the United States,
whereupon the said convention shall
be, and is hereby, authorized to form
a constitution and provide for a state
government for said proposed state,
all in the manner and under the conditions contained in this act."
Then the fifth clause of section 2,
provides in part "that ability to read,
write, speak, and understand the

two-third-

language sufficiently well to
conduct the duties of the office with- the aid of an interpreter shall be
necessary qualification for all state
officers and members of the state leg- -

islature."

Now suppose said delegates ignore
this last clause, that the electors ap- the constitution without it and
in that condition submit it to the Pres- - went so far as to actually repeal the
iden for his approval what must be treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo. On that
do? There can be no doubt that he subject Mr. Morrison said:
"You will remember that the treaty
will see that said constitution has
omitted the clause which provides for of Guadalupe Hidalgo and that of the
the qualification of state officers, and Gadsden purchase provided that all
members of the state legislature, and persons living within the domain that
hence is not written "in the manner came in under the flag by reason of
and under the conditions contained in those treaties "Mexicans," as we call
this act"; consequently the President them out there became citizens of
will not, cannot, approve it, and New the United States unless, within one
Mexico will not be admitted as a state, year from the signing of the treaty,
But now come the Democrats of San-- they declared their intention not to
ta Fe county, who say in their plat-- : become such. In other words, those
ford:
people, speaking the Spanish lan- to
are
the
clause
"We
injSaSe, became citizens of the United
opposed
the enabling act prohibiting people States at the end of that year,
holding office who cannot read!tnouSh they did not talk a word of
and write the English language, and English. And today in both New
'
pledge our candidates, if elected, to Mexico ana Arizona there are quite a
use all proper means within their j'arge number of those very person3
wno
power to incorporate into the const! reasonDecame American citizens bv
of the treaty of Guadalupe Hia
tution
provision authorizing anyone
to hold an office to which the people dalgo who could not talk English, who
may elect him In the state or any would be disqualified by this law."
In order to justify his fellow Dem- county or municipality thereof."
That means that the said Democrats j crats, Senator Hughes (a Democrat)
are not in favor of a constitution, said: "That was sixty years ago."
Mr. Morrison: "Yes sir."
written "in the manner and under the
Senator Hughes: "If they were at
conditions contained in this (enabling)
act," and hence that they are not in least 21 years of age then, they would
favor of a constitution at all, for If be at least 81 years of age now?"
Mr. Morrison: "Yes sir. There are
we do not comply with the conditions
of said enabling act, the instrument men living out there in Arizona and
we submit to the President will be i In New Mexico today that are over 80
years of age men that are 90 years of
unquestionably rejected.
Now let me ask our Democratic age."
I may add that after this argufriends, what they think of the following:
ment, a certain Democratic newspa"Before anyone applying for regis- per kept up the fight and after referrtration can be registered, he must ing to what they call in Arizona "the
make an affidavit in writing before great register," it discovered that
the registering officer, wherein must there were only 70 or 80 men who
be stated and shown each and every would be disfranchised under the
fact entitling such person to be reg- above law, and after all, what Ariistered, and also the facts required to zona Democrat cared for the disfranbe stated on the great register, ex- chisement of that number of Spanish-Americancept the date and number; and no
any way. The actual truth
person shall be registered who, not is that the Democratic legislature
being prevented by physical disability having a two-thirmajority, dared to
from so doing, Is unable to read the! do what their brethren in New Mexico
constitution of the United States in being In a minority did not dare to
the English language in such manner attempt; but I have not yet heard of
as to show he Is neither prompted one Democrat in this state who denor reciting from memory, or unable nounced his
in
g

i

j

s,

fellow-Democra-

ts

4

2

4,

'WANTS
FOR SALE

Office

safe

FOR

4

three-roo-

RENT--Furnis- hed

tent house
drews.

1st.

September

F.

FOR SALE
Thirty horse pow-e- r
engine, good as new. Inquire,
at Santa Fe Planir.g Mill.
FOR SALE Six standard bred
horses, 2 Jersey cows. Address Mrs.
M. S. Murphy, Espanola, N. M.

j

i

i

'

j

25-ce-

con-lec-

est, also No.

from the east,

3

arrive at Sante Fe 12:10 p. m.
Leave Santa Fe at 4 p. m. to connect with No. 1
also takes
passengers for No. 2
passing Lamy at 6:30 p. m. Returning
arrive at Santa Fe 6:30 p. m. with No.
west-boun-

east-boun-

d

I's connection only.
Leave Santa Fe at 7:20 p. m. to cou- nect with Nos. 7 and 9
and Nos. 4 and 8
Return- ing arrive at Santa Fe 11:10 v. m.
Oenver and Rio Grande Railroad.
Train leaves for the north at 10:15
west-boun-

east-boun-

rn.

Train arrives from the north at 3:35
i

m.

New Mexico Central.
Train leaves Santa Fe at 7:30 a. m.
Train arrives at Santa Fe at 8 p. m.

J

I

SAI.K of Timber. Mstrict No. 3. Allm
N. M
July 26 1H10. Sealed bids
querqui'.
iiiurked outsldfl "Kid TimlxT Snle Application. Mayt 24 1Hu9. IVpos". and wldresaed to
New
Forester. Albuquerque
the Msti-ieMexico will Iw received up to and includ-Ini- r
the 8th tiny of Sept em her. 1910, for all merchantable dead timber standing or down
and the live timber marked forcuttinsr by
the Forrest otlicer. on a designated area
of alKtut 5iiO acres, located In approximately
Sections 21. 28, 33, T. 22 N." K. 12 K.
and Sections i and 4 T. 21 N K.
12K N.M. P. M. surveyed
land within
the. Pecos National Forest. New Mexico,
B.
l.ono.OOO
M. ofwestern
to
feet
be
estimated
yellow fine Heufrlas, Mr, and K.ngelniann
spruce saw and tie timber, more or less. No
bid of less than J2.50 per M. feet H. M.illle
considered and a deposit of $400 must be
sent to the First National Bunk. Albuquerque, New Mexico, fur each bid submitted to
the District Forester. Timber upon valid
claims is exempted from sale The right
to reject any and all bids Is reserved. For
further information governing sales address
Forest Supervisor. Pecos National Forest
Cowlcs, New Mexico, A, (), WAHA. Acting
District Forester.

OUR

I

FALL & WINTER GOODS

i

.

l

.K

are coming in

3--

K

1--

7--

8
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1--

1--

1--
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An-

FOR SALE Lands Irrigated by thr
Santa Fe Irrigation and Improvement
Co., maps ar.d prices at Charles E.
Real Estate.
August time, tells on the nerves. Michael,
But that spiritless, no ambition feel-- !
Choiee Fruits and Sweet Apple Ciing can be easily and quickly altered der delivered
daily from Riverview
by taking what Is known to druggists
Ranch,
Tesuque,
(formerly Miller's
everywhere as Dr. Shoop's Restora
orders. Red 126,
Telephone
ranch).
48
tive. Within
hours after beginning 3
rings.
to use the Restorative, improvement
will me noticed. Of course, full health
'
TYPEWRITERS
will not immediately
return. The
gain, however, will surely follow. And Cleaned, adjusted and repaired. New
best of all, you will realize and feel platents furnished. Ribbons and supyour strength and ambition as it is plies. Typewriters sold, exchanged
returning. Outside influences depress and rented. Standard makes handled.
first the "inside nerves" then the All repair work and typewriters guarSanta Fe Typewriter Exstomach, Heart and Kidneys will usu- anteed.
ally fail. Strenghten these failing change. Phone Black 231.
nerves with Dr. Shoop's Restorative
Pain anywhere stopped In 20 minand see how quickly health will be
yours again. Sold by The Capital utes sure with one of Dr. Shoop's Pink
Tablets. The formula is on the
Pharmacy.
box. Ask your Doctor or Druggist
about this formula!
Stops womanly
TIME TABLE ALL
pains anywhere.
pains, headache,
LOCAL TRAINS Write Dr. Shoop, Racine, Wis., for
free trial to prove value, of his HeadSold by
Leave Santa Fe at 8:10 a. m. to
t ache, or Pink Pain Tablets.
with No. 10 from the south and The Capital Pharmacy.

Gal-lego-

l--

Chas.

$50.

E. Michael.

and we have got to get rid
of our Light Weight Goods
to MAKE ROOM

GOODS

FOR

COMING

In Our

Special Sale
We will give you a variety of
Light Weight Merchandise that
you cannot afford to be

by-go-

The Spot Cash Store.
CATRON
BLOCK

M

W.TRAVIS

Propt.

LE

Vf
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Postmaster Manuel Otero and every
member of the postal force joined In
sending a massive bouquet of flowers
to Delegate William H. Andrews who
is in the city for a day or two. Mr.
Andrews expressed his appreciation
to Mr. Burke and his assistants who
called on him last night and complimented them on line efficient way they
are conducting the postal affairs here.
The First Regiment Band Tonight
at the Aodbe Grand. JEveryoody ioi-lothe band tonight.
The Call of the Blood is a Western
drama and is interesting and excitYokoing. The 50th Anniversary of
hama is a colored scenic picture and
should be seen, it is educational. They
are at the Elks' tonight.
Everybody Turn Out Tonight and go
to the Adobe Grand, there will be a
dollar and a half show for twenty-fiv- e
cents, and besides, think of the good
cause.

From Page fwo.)

years ago, a United States Senator-shi- p
was decided.
"Again, in an international com
plication, involving the sale of foreigi
owned territory to the United Statt
and in which an international scand
had started which, threatened to J
volve a number of United States S
ators, this woman's
blandishme- - i
finally smoothed the troubled watei :

FOR SALE New furniture for five
s
roomed house. M. L. Burrows.
Hear Miss Cheshire at the Adobe
Grand tonight in those beautiful solos.
See the Clever Contortionists at the
Adobe
Grand tonight.
'
1
1
DUKE CITY FOLKS CLAMOR
Something the Ladies Like to See
FOR THEIR OVERCOATS.
is the Fashions, see the Latest FashElks'
at
the
in
Skirts
tonight.
ions
"No ice tea for me, waiter; bring
Prices always 10 and 15 cents,
me something hot to drink and bring
No BETTER FLOUR AT ANY PRICE. WITH
Santa Fe Trains Late Santa Fe
it soon, if you don't want me to freeze
train No. 10 from the south was al- EACH SACK YOU BUY YOU GET AGU3SS AT
to death.''
this
SHOW
most
OUR
IN
SACK
late
afternoon,
three
hours
THE
BIG
OP
THEWETGHT
That was the remark heard in one
No. 3 from the east was half an hour
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In case No. 1332, George A. Davis-soplaintiff, appellant vs. Citizens
National Bank of Roswell, defendant,
appellee, and Etta Owens, defendant,
appellant, from Chaves county, the
judgment of the lower court was reversed In an opinion by Associate Justice Merritt C. Mechem. The appel
lant Owens and one Berryman entered
into a contract for the sale of lands,
the appellant Davisson acting as agent
for Owens. After signing up the
contract, Berryman drew his check
upon an Arkansas bank in favor of
Davisson, as agent, for $9,173,32, the
check was placed in an envelope with
the contract of sale and the parties in
company went to the appellee bank
and delivered the envelope containing
the check and contract to the cashier
of the bank, who, as the court found
in the presence and with the concurrence of all parties made the following written endorsement on the envelope: "Check enclosed to be held in
escrow until September 10, 'when final
settlement is to be made. Deed and
abstract to be placed in escrow with
this. Abstract to be forwarded to the
Citizens' Bank and Trust Company,
Arkadelphia, Ark., for examination.
No money to be paid oyer until abstract Is approved. Signed J. J. Jaffa,
n,

cashier."
Berryman thereafter made demand
upon the bank for the return of the
money, the check in the meantime
having been cashed and the money in
the hands of the bank. The bank called upon the appellants for their consent, which, for various reasons, they
refused to give, but the bank delivered
the money to Berryman. Suit was
brought by Davisson against the bank
to recover his commission on the sale.
of
Mrs. Owens and her
deceasM.
Solon
estate
Owens,
of
the
ed, were made parties defendants.
They answered and filed a
against the bank and asked
judgment for the money. The ase
was tried by the court without a jury.
Judgment for the appellee, and appellants appealed.
The syllabus says:
"Under the cricumstances set out
in the statement of facts, the appellee
as holder of an escrow was not justified in delivering it to either party."
RENT Six room modern
FOR
brick cottage. Apply O. C. Watson &
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The Best of Made to Measure Service Right at
Home.
We are local representatives of the
American Ladies' Tailoring Company,
d
Chicago, the famous makers of
man-tailore-

garments for women, made to
Individual measure.
We have their
Fashion Portfolio, and all their samples of cloth. Please come to our
store and see what this service means
to you.

Colored Fashion Plates.

Remarkable Prices

our store
shows 24 suit styles, 18 skirt styles
and 12 styles of coats all in actual
colors. The styles are the very cream
of the fashions for Fall and Winter
wear. We also show 180 samples of
cloth the finest selections from all
the new weaves. Any garment will be
made to your individual measure In
any cloth you select. An experienced
fitter in our store will take all of your
measurements fifty if necessary. The
fitter also diagrams the facts regarding your figure and style. The Chicago tailors, with these facts before
them, will fit you as perfectly as
though you went to their shop. Not
such fits as women get by mall, from
measurements taken by themselves.
These garments will fit your figure,
They will
style and individuality.
effects.
give you all the

These
garments
cost but little more than one pays for
The
suits
made to your measure run from $13.60
to $45.00. The
skirts run
from $5.50 to $15.00 and the coats
from $7.50 to $25.00. These prices,
remember, are for garments made to
your individual measure, with all the
effects. The reason is
that the American ladies' tailors make
a . thousand garments where .the ordinary tailor makes one. They buy
their materials direct from the mills
and in enormous lots. Their expert
supervision is distributed over a very
large output. These prices will be

This large Portfolio

ready-made-

man-tailore-

d

faction.

This guarantee

covers fit,

style, workmanship and materials. If

d

d

the garment when received is not all
you expect, you

have

the perfect

right to refuse it. The makers stand
back of us in this guarantee.

It is for

them to fulfill it and for us it enforce
it.

We will see

that you get

faction.

to women who know what
garments, made to measure, usually cost.
man-tailore- d

Each garment will be made under

Hi

man-tailore-

We guarantee you complete satis-

amazing

M. Kayser, Director
Kayser, one of the well known men in
his line. The work is all done by
journeymen tailors. You may be certain, that every garment will have the
touch of perfectiou.

s.

man-tailore-

man-tailore- d

the personal direction of Monsieur

a

Our Own Guarantee
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Come and see this Fashion Portfolio. It is a complete education m
style. See the 180 cloths from which
you can choose. Pi-- k out the cloth
and the style that you like best and
see the price that we qoute. If you decide on one of the garments ?we will
see that you get prompt delivery.
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